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In the path of belief, it does not 

matter where we go or what we 

do, we find at the end of it that we 

all believe in one thing: man up to 

now has never been given the 

confidence that his inner being is 

the source of his own creation of 

the new dimension.  

And in so many ways as we go 

over the past teachings of few 

weeks, we understand that even 

the physicality of the man from 

the dimension of the universe is 

the dimension of existence of the 

universe itself. The structure of 

the physicality of the body of man 

is more or less is another galaxy. 

The soul is the sun in the center 

and the rest of the stars and 

moons and the dust in that  

process are part of this universe. 

If you look at it, in the solar  

system we have the Earth, the 

Sun, Jupiter and galaxies are of 

the same things so the body of 

the man as a galaxy has the liver, 

the kidney, the heart, all  

positioned in different places in 

the structure of it. 

As we said micro is like macro 

and everything is the same. What 

we have taught in the past couple 

of years and especially this year 

we can sum it up. We came  

towards one direction, we came 

towards in the unification of the 

soul of the man that we are all 

together unified as one soul.  

Collectively we make the soul of 

the creator and each one of us 

has a position in that structure of 

the life of the universe. We  

appear in different shapes or 

forms as planets, humans,  

animals, other creatures in the 

universe but in all, we are part of 

that body.  

We are as the energy of the cell 

of a heart and then as the cycle of 

life of the cell finishes we become 

another part of the cell of the liver 

or we move to another dimension 

outside the body of the man, but 

we still exist nothing ever  

diminishes. The conservation of 

the Unified Field Theory confirms 

the existence of the life of the  

creator and not the man and this 

is a very important point for us to 

understand. 

In the past year, past 12 months, 

we have moved a lot. We have 

moved the understanding and the 

revelation of the truth about the 

man by thousands of years in 

past year. Understanding the  

position of the soul of man,  

understanding the operation of 

the soul in the dimension of  

physicality.  

2018 has been closure for the 

past knowledge, for a past life of 

man on this planet and as has 

been promised will be the year of 

glorious time for humankind.  

A lot of things have happened, 

and we learn from it. A lot of 

things will happen that we will 

come to learn from. There are 

several things which have  

happened in the past year and 

especially how we see it, how we 

do it and how we did things. Now 

we know the soul of the man is 

part of the body of the man, now 

we know the soul of the man is 

part of the soul of the Creator, 

now we know the totality of the 

whole life… what is going to  

happen with us, what we have 

understood and what will affect us 

it will be amazing. How we  

progress will be more different 

than what we had up to now. 

 

256th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - 

December 27, 2018 

https://youtu.be/AEsxieKL5a4?t=771 
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by Keshe Foundation  

https://youtu.be/AEsxieKL5a4?t=771
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“It is time for a change, to move into the real work of the universe. And it is time to understand 

that we use the matter state to reach the level of understanding of the soul of the man. Now 

you understand, maybe, why the creator has sent his messengers in the name of whatever 

you have had, is that they bring the ears, that it can be used when the time of the messiah 

comes. They can teach the soul and the message not to oppose. But by them understanding 

through those who have become messiahs to give from their souls to these to elevate, the job 

is made easy. The school is there, and the students are devotedly there. Then there won't be 

any fight between what they call the Muslims and the Christians. The lamb and the lion will eat 

and sleep in the same nest. The Christians and the Muslims will sleep and pray in a mosque, 

then the same church, in the name of their souls, not in the name of religion that is used to 

create so much conflict, for the benefit of those who were the hyper active children. The time 

has come. The time of change is here. And as I said, my wish is my command. If it is your 

wish to see peace, path of peace is made very clearly. It is the soul of collective awareness by 

giving, will create a position of change. No other thing. There is no pen in the soul of the man. 

And I am sure once you go into the Universal Community, you will never see anything written 

but the balance of the fields of the soul of the existence. Try to be humble enough not to be-

come arrogant in the power that you have understood, and you possess. Otherwise, you will 

fall in the same path of the church and mosque. This is what we promised. And this is what we 

have delivered. We have to understand the operation of the soul, and we have to understand 

the soul of the man is a star in the cosmos of the universe. If we compare the soul of the man 

and many of us, seven billion, in one collection, Earth is like a galaxy with so many stars. 

When we look in the depth of the universe, we see galaxies with hundreds of millions of stars 

in it. So is the planet Earth. Carries seven billion beautiful stars, which are the soul of the man. 

Carries with it soul of so many trillions of animals, plants, and everything else. So, if you look, 

when someone who does not see the physicality of the Earth and its content, what do they 

see? They see a galaxy, with so many beautiful lights shining, each one according to their 

strength, each one according to their position. An infant has a beautiful soul. So, has the old 

man. To those who do not see the physical dimension of this planet, but they see the strength 

of the fields, we are clusters of stars. The human race, every single soul, no one from a  

distance sees that is the soul of a fisherman, that is the soul of the cosmologist, that is the 

soul of a president. They all shine irrespective of their physicality. This is the magic. This is 

what the new science has to bring to man. When we look through our soul we see nothing but 

the star in the other souls. And this is the break. This is the understanding. This is what all 

these teachings are about. Coming to mature to the next level, to understand in the deep 

space. The universe is the oyster for those souls who serve. Then man is ready to go into 

space. Then man is ready to become part of the Universal Community which has been prom-

ised. I never promised you heaven. I always promised you the elevation of the man to join the 

family. And now you have the key. It is you who has to open the door to understand if I can 

raise the soul of these people or millions of other souls, that the physical life on this planet 

changes, then I'm worthy to be part of the Universal Community. To be there to serve, to ex-

pand, to be there, to be part. That, in the cycle of life of universe, I become, in being part, I  

become part of the totality. When man reaches that point, a new dimension in the strength of 

the soul of the man will appear, which is beyond imagination of understanding of the physical 

life. It is the gate to the opening of the new life in a new dimension, which is beyond  

imagination or what you might call a new beginning, a new cycle. Which that cycle carries with 

itself the origin of the creation of life in the universe and the Unicos. It is the elevation of the 

soul to serve become the key not a throne of the physical life.  

The time is right. The time has come for the man to go through this process. 

~ MEHRAN TAVAKOLI KESHE 

https://youtu.be/V5Ct7sB-fi4  

https://youtu.be/V5Ct7sB-fi4
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“We promised you the unification 

of man with the Universal  

Community. This offer was  

officially made on 22nd of  

December 2018 to the Chinese 

government in a closed meeting 

and in so many ways for the first 

time we offered the nation an 

opening into space. We see the 

Chinese government as solid, a 

nation and a government we can 

rely on. On Saturday 22nd of  

December in Beijing, the offer was 

made directly to the Chinese  

government and this allows us to 

open a new channel.” 

 

The first portal which is being 

promised to the Chinese will have 

a diameter of around ten meters. 

“If you go back to my teachings I 

have spoken many times about it. 

Now physically we deliver systems 

which create this condition. What 

this means if you remember we 

certainly make a fish tank that  

allows the condition of life for  

other members of the Universal 

Community to manifest them-

selves. This is not going to be an 

easy job; the technology has been 

developed by the Keshe  

Foundation in parts, that now it 

can become collectively as one.“ 

Within 2019 we will establish the 

first line of communication through 

the new technology. 

 

“I have managed to make a  

compromise between the two 

sides of the man in the space. It 

has not been easy. Teaching in 

the depth of man to complete his 

knowledge in the matter states, 

taking him through the transition, 

but in the same time giving  

guarantees and assuring those of 

the Universal Community that 

these are not disobedient children 

they are just not mature enough. I 

have not overridden the Universal 

Community Council, but I have 

shown them there is always hope 

for different races in the universe. 

The persistence of teaching man 

has not been easy.  

 

The persistence of teaching that 

the man understands it is a time 

for change has been very hard.” 

“To be equal, the portal which we 

offered will be offered to three  

other nations. As you know we 

work on the star formation, we see 

the reasons for it, we understand 

the reason for it. The other nations 

which will receive the portal, which 

means access to Universal  

Community is the Iranian  

government; the third nation which 

will receive the portal which 

means in a way access to  

Universal Community but in the 

same time collectively is the  

nation of United States. This 

means in the space program Iran, 

China and the United States have 

to work hand in hand. We foresee, 

and we invited to see the fourth 

portal in the nation of Russia. The 

knowledge and depth of  

understanding of the work of the 

universe is an asset to such a  

coalition. We have brought the 

soul of understanding of the space 

as we say the free space through 

the nation of Brazil. Brazil will be-

come another portal in the dimen-

sion of the space technology 

which will be given the totality of 

THE GATEWAY TO THE  
UNIVERSAL COMMUNITY 

by Keshe Foundation  
https://youtu.be/AEsxieKL5a4?t=1115  

https://youtu.be/AEsxieKL5a4?t=1115
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the knowledge. Some of you were 

wondering why we have gone 

through education and university  

education very close collective 

work with nation of Brazil in the 

past year. Maybe now you  

understand. Brazil has been  

extensively developing the space 

program in the background in a 

private and public or what you call 

black box investments through the 

time of the Germans when they 

moved to South America.  

Technologies very developed and 

it is the way it unifies the two parts 

of this planet. We need always to 

bring a nation in a position that is 

hope and give hope to its citizens, 

for this reason, we see a portal for 

the nation of India and this  

completes the totality of our work.” 

 

People are hungry for change, 

people are hungry for a new  

dimension. 

 

Why we decided to participate, not 

to interfere was because the 

knowledge of man in the matter 

state was becoming too scattered 

in too many different directions 

from the same thing.  It had to be 

brought up to a focus and then to 

develop. Very much how you meet 

in management meetings, the soul 

of the Universal Coordinators, we 

are meant as Universal  

Messengers, it is the same.  

Everything is considered for the 

betterment unconditionally. 

 

“What is important and why we 

have arranged the organization of 

the portals is very simple. Man 

needs to understand who the  

other part is at the party before he 

attends a meeting. What this 

means human race has to come to 

understand and see for the first 

time clearly without any hesitation 

the existence of others in the  

universe.” 

We always guessed. This time it 

will be for us to join the Universal 

Community. We will see the  

members of the parties at least. 

As we make these portals. the 

gateways to the Universal Com-

munity, we are allowed to interact 

within a confined space where we 

feel safe and they feel safe. We 

create a condition of manifestation 

of those who are in touch with us, 

have been among us, but this 

time in an orderly manner.   

 

“We never promise you heav-

en, but we promised you the 

unification of man in Univer-

sal Community and we think 

that mankind has reached to 

that point that it's time to 

open the doors.” 

 

By opening these portals, we 

start the first stages of  

interaction interface between 

mankind and the members of 

Universal Community. We 

see the maturity of the man in 

what we have seen in the 

past decades not in the past 

few years. “I always say 

when we see one under-

stands, we teach that part 

and two nations have  

understood and so it is time 

to enlighten and mature the 

knowledge. It is not going to 

be an easy trip. “ 

 

“When we sit as part of the  

creation and creator and we make 

a decision for totality because 

once we let you lose in the  

Universal Community what you 

get access to a pure toy shop. We 

are opening to mankind beyond 

imagination “Disneyworld”, you get 

to ride on every ride in the  

universe. We do not want you to 

harm yourselves in so many ways 

the scale is so huge you have to 

be educated knowledgeable and 

at the same time it has to be done 

in a very short time, but we have 

to get the elements of the  

warmongering destruction of the 

man.” 

 

“If we allow the Europeans with 

the mentality they have had to 

conquer and become part of what 

they did in Africa and the rest of 

the world we invite more  

problems, we invite huge  

problems, and this cannot be part 

of this cycle. There is no  

colonialism, we do not allow  

anyone to be colonized or to  

become a colony of the other.” 

The white race of Europe has 

been the cause of many problems 

of the recent past and it seems 

they have not learned so we bring 

the collective peaceful nations like 

Iran with 300 years of no entering 

in any war, like Chinese who  
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understand the relationship  

between the two sides, the  

Russian understanding of the 

friendship, unity, and peace and in 

so many ways by allowing India 

we bring the old cultures of  

mankind together.  

 

If you look in the totality of the six 

nations, it will represent more than 

50% of the world population which 

gives us a majority but then the 

decisions have to be made on the 

other space and dimensions. 

 

The portal is for understanding the 

work of the universe and writing 

the peace treaty as part of the life 

of this planet. We have to under-

stand the totality of the work and 

to understand what changes will 

bring to every single citizen of this 

planet. It is not any more to show 

GANSes, Magrav units or Power 

units, but it is to plan for the future 

that the entire human race  

simultaneously and collectively 

understands. 

 

The teaching program to be able 

to do such a thing in a very simple 

way and has taken shape in the 

background in KF SSI Education. 

The university graduation work of 

the Keshe Foundation has been 

structured and has been 

planned for the universities in 

Brazil from March of this 

year.” It is the time when we 

start educating not just in 

Brazil but across this planet.“ 

 

“We respect the nation of 

China and I have spent a lot 

of time in the past couple of 

years to make sure the 

ground for such a meeting is 

set. What does this mean? 

The clean and correct the 

environment for the creation 

of portals. What does it mean 

that we meet in that condi-

tion? The members of the 

Earth Council will be present 

at every point of these  

interactions.  

 

The six members of the Earth 

Council have the responsibil-

ity for one portal each and 

this will be shown and now 

you understand why.”  

Collectively the Earth Council 

will decide on the next steps in the 

interaction and collectively in  

sharing with the six nations and 

six portals, we transfer knowledge 

which is appropriate to be  

understood. The human race has 

a diversity of cultures and  

understanding, and all these have 

to be respected. We cannot 

change the culture of thousands of 

years in one year. “It is the  

responsibility of people like Dr. 

Parviz who understand the culture 

as a member of the Earth Council 

to transfer that knowledge to the 

Islamic world, that we respect, and 

we honor but mankind has moved 

and has to move to the next step. 

Training and bringing understand-

ing to ‘many tribes’-man is not 

easy.”  

 

“Some of you might ask why not 

Africa and why not Australia.  

Collectively as a group, we have 

chosen to bring the essence of 

Africa as a motherland. It is its 

children who have to take the 

knowledge back to the continent 

of Africa.” 

 

It becomes the responsibility of 

these Six Nations to confer and 

confirm on their citizens that they 

are all one, irrespective of what we 

see. Let us look at the beauty of 

our path of beliefs and not what 

creates separation and conflict. 

The universal community will 

make facilitate the release of new 

knowledge to mankind. “This has 

been agreed upon. It means we 

start teaching the knowledge of 

the universe to the totality of the 

human race. There are those who 

have come with me and are part of 

my soul they will become the 

teachers of the coming time.  

Understanding the totality is not 

the job of one man but the soul of 

totality. When we teach and when 

we make interface interaction and 

we make conditions of different 

planets and universes in these 

portals for a man to learn to  

understand it keeps to my  

promise.  I said I will take the man 

to the universe not as subordinate 

but at equal.” In that process of 

interaction with the universal  

community in the coming months 

we will teach the totality of the 

knowledge of the universe that 

elevates the soul of the mankind 

as one, in the totality of the soul of 
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Universal Community. “Would we 

need to eat? Would we need to 

work? Seven billion population on 

this planet is not enough. The  

totality needs to meet the demand 

of the space as such in the next 

100 to 200 years is at least 25 

billion human habitation on this 

planet and into space. “ 

 

What do we expect from the inter-

action of these portals? Very  

simple. In time, when the man 

builds the right environment for 

manifestation and confirmation of 

the souls of those of the Universal 

Community, we might possibly 

see a physical interaction. That 

depends on how safe the mem-

bers of the Universal Community 

feel to share with humanity their 

knowledge of given part which is 

theirs. “This brings us to one point 

the commitment to the spaceship 

conference and then following 

with One Belt, One Road of the 

President Xi of China will force us 

in one direction: the end of  

production of arms and financing 

what we call the peace activities.” 

The technology is offered by the 

Keshe Foundation that can  

support such a movement. 

 

“There is one thing which you 

have to bear in mind being part of 

the Keshe Foundation, being  

connected to the Keshe  

Foundation you should not give 

the arrogance of superiority, but 

you should give the humbleness 

of being there to serve.” 

 

We need those who understood 

the work of the Keshe Foundation 

through the actual soul of the 

teaching to be part of the  

members of the manifestation 

and presentation of the portals. At 

every portal, members of the 

Keshe Foundation through the 

knowledge of understanding of 

the peace are and have to be  

present. “We are not peacekeep-

ers, but we are the translators of 

the knowledge. It is not anymore 

Nano-coating, it is how fast most 

of the Keshe Foundation teams 

and the research centers move 

non-dimensional space-time gap 

systems.” 

 

In 2019 we will see the first  

interactions of mankind with the 

outside depending on how the 

world leaders and the nation of 

six will interact and share. The 

knowledge of the man up to now 

has been on the matter level and 

in the past when we see with the 

structures like pyramid or other 

dimensions, different cultures of 

the universe have played different 

game with mankind trying to 

teach them sometimes a new  

dimension but overall man has 

never achieved this and the  

creation of these  portals will help 

us achieve it. 

 

The Chinese portal and portals in 

other five nations must be the  

decision of how much humankind 

wants to do and wants to learn. 

All the portals will not be at the 

same strength, but they will be at 

different strength that collectively 

we see the totality of the structure 

of most of the universe.  

 

Why were 6 portals chosen?  

“If you make a reactor star  

formation with the four reactors 

and then collectively they make 

that free plasma, how can you 

see what this craft looks like if 

there wasn’t another dimension 

for it to show itself? You have 

seen the star formation and the 

creation of the free plasma that 

makes it five. How can these five 

exist if there is nothing to show to 

confirm its existence which is the 

soul of the creator? And that is 

what it is. That totality is the soul 

of the Creator and the others are 

the collective interaction of the 

souls of the universe and man is 

part of the same. There is going 

to be a wonderful time!” 

 

Now we have to go through a 

crash course of understanding 

the life and the habits of these 

man of the universe, the crea-

tures of the life of the creator. 

This is what is going to be the 

part very hard to accept it and to 

understand. “This is why we 

chose the portals for mankind  

interface that we finish with  

people when seeing things, they 

become prophets and gods and 

whatever. The purpose of these 

portals is to bring neutrality over 

time that the man gradually gets 

to understand these are the  

intelligences of different creatures 

and we have to enjoy them, their 

beauty and not make prophets of 

that. Now you understand why we 

chose these portals the way we 

have: neutralization, familiariza-

tion that not anybody can claim 

anything.” 

 

“I am looking forward to the por-

tals, it is something I worked for a 

long time on this planet. The  

reason we open this portal is to 

take away the mysticism of mas-

ters and prophets. You hear the 

voice of the soul not the  

physicality of the dimension. This 

will change a lot of people  

creating mysticisms and other 

things and Buddha's and  

Mohammad and the rest.  

Everybody understands the  

science of it and the logic behind 

it and how they want to use it.” 

 

Many of the sessions will be done 

through closed doors with the 

members of the Earth Council, 

the Universal Council, the Core 
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Team and members of United 

Nation. “We become an  

extension to the addition. There 

is no choice. How do you want to 

explain to the human race that 

there is a technology with the 

push of a button we can literally 

iced up, freeze all the souls  

together? It was like an ice block. 

Then where is the individuality? 

How can we show with the 

knowledge of the universe? The 

collective soul of the planet  

decides on totality. Gradually this 

will make a lot of sense to a lot to 

a lot of people in this position.” 

 

The creation of these new  

portals will be the testing ground 

for humanity.  It will be a new  

beginning. Interface and interac-

tion with the human race, it 

would take a new dimension. 

Portals which we create, every-

thing will be prearranged,  

pre-agreed between Universal 

Community and members of the 

Keshe Foundation and then it will 

be released to the world leaders 

and the six members of the 

spaceship program. “We are not 

controllers, we are facilitators”. 

 

Portal language 

In opening the portals, the mem-

bers of the Universal Community 

do not speak Farsi, English,  

Chinese or any other language. 

We will see the communication 

and enlightenment on the level of 

the soul of the man; and how 

hungry the soul is, to be able to 

receive. Through receiving it can 

share on its level of its under-

standing. We will not hear the 

voice of the members of the  

Universal Community. “We learn 

and will be taught and will be 

communicated to the level of the 

soul and then the members of 

the Universal Council in under-

standing the level of understand-

ing of the soul of the man in the 

language which is part of theirs 

will share that 

through the souls of 

that language. That 

is why the Univer-

sal Council was set. 

Running in six  

nations the six por-

tals and  

Universal Council 

members have to 

be aware of all the  

communications at 

the same time it 

brings a new dimension to un-

derstanding and positions one 

soul in respect to the others.  

Positions or portals.” This needs 

a spectrum of understanding and 

translation to this level of the 

soul of the man. The biggest 

problem which comes for the 

members of the Universal Coun-

cil is when they have to translate 

this understanding to the soul of 

the other members of the  

Universal Council, what they  

understood and what they 

shared amongst the soul of their 

own language. The positioning of 

the soul becomes vital. “It is like 

when you go to university to  

become a student and then you 

have to become a teacher to 

your new students at the same 

time you sit with the other teach-

ers to see what I teach is equal 

to what you are doing that we 

work in harmony.” 

 

“This is the framework of the  

portals. Just because we open 

the Universal Community it does 

not mean everybody is going to 

be a land of honey and doing 

nothing and sitting to be fed. It 

means getting busier and  

creating more means that we 

can support the wisdom of the 

space. Seven billion is not 

enough on this planet to  

understand that full knowledge of 

the universe.” 

“This is a uniqueness of beauty 

of this work. This is the work in 

the universe. When we open the 

portals, you will see the way I 

teach, the way I work is taught 

by people of my destination. We 

are free in teaching because the 

knowledge of God is free to the 

universe and the man has  

patented it and we will see how 

the change will come.” 

 

“There is a lot of celebration in 

the Universal Community about 

what is going to be achieved and 

at last, we can bring this family 

back into order and back as part 

of the Universal Community. 

There is a lot of beauty with the 

Earth and human being, but they 

have not appreciated it, they use 

it the wrong way.  One of the 

beautiful things with the human 

race is loving and being loved 

and this is a very precious thing 

in the universe. Love has been 

learned from human and that is 

what I tell people, they do not 

understand. I have come here to 

enjoy the beauty and the love of 

this planet. It is one of not 

uniqueness but very rare things 

in the universe the way mankind 

loves.  

 

Everything about this planet is to 

love, every creature of it. “ 
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With the setting of the Six 

Nations Portal System, we 

do not make the knowledge 

exclusivity to one that can 

hold one to the ransom of 

the others. Each nation will 

open understanding of the 

dimension of one part of the 

universe, that is why we 

split it. And then collectively 

they share.  

 

When one university  

becomes expert in mathe-

matics and one in medicine 

then they have to work  

together. In so many ways the teachers of the 

universe decide what subjects are taught and 

shared with the man in different paths that  

collectively they are sharing with the rest of  

humanity and completes the mosaic.  

 

It is not given totally to the Chinese or to the  

Brazilians or to the Iranians. Each one according 

to their culture understands part of the universal 

work and in that process, each one will share 

with the others to complete the understanding. 

Man will be busy so much with teaching itself the 

new knowledge and the new dimension that man 

will not have time to make the tools of war. Now 

you understand what everything has been  

happening and how it's been happening in the 

past few years. 

 

All the resources of nations to develop the space 

technology will be collective, not individually.  

 

“I foresee in the coming year and years amal-

gamation of NASA with Iranian space technology 

with Russian space technology as one. China 

needs a lot to learn in the space program where 

Iran has matured in the spaceship program which 

NASA needs to move to the next step.“ 

 

On the other hand, we have to understand what 

the implication of such a development and such a 

move are. When we make one nation, one group, 

as spaceship program with China, Brazil, Unites 

States, Russia, India, Iran, as one group it means 

in that process these nations, see the totality,  

understand the need for one nation as the  

borders will have no boundaries on the physical 

dimension. As we started the teaching of the  

THE SPACESHIP  

TEACHINGS 
by Keshe Foundation  
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medical professionals and the agriculture  

separately, we will start teaching the spaceship 

program in the fast dimensions of the  

governmental support guaranteed programs, 

which means that national scientists will commit 

to it, will take a new dimension of sharing 

knowledge and then this group has to decide 

how the knowledge will be passed on to the rest 

of human race. 

 

The request from the Universal Community is for 

most of the communications to be live, that it is 

seen by the totality of the human race. This part 

needs to be seen.  

 

 

 

 

 

If you remember some few 

years ago I spent three 

months teaching the basic 

of the knowledge in Trani 

in the beautiful nation of 

Italy. I go back to three months of solid teaching 

to the six space agencies which means I will 

teach the age of knowledge of the universe to 

these scientists.  

 

 

 

 

Those will 

become the 

cornerstones 

of the  

spaceship  

program: the 

unification of  

mankind.  

 

 

 

Be it the language, be it the structure, be it a lot 

of other things which are within the structure of 

the Keshe Foundation. “The totality of the 

knowledge belongs to humanity and at the same 

time, we have to teach the world leaders how 

much we have to change. I told you when we see 

the first sign we move but we created the condi-

tion for the first signs.” 

 

If you look the pieces are all there, the teaching 

sits with doctor Gatua in Africa, the life sits with 

Giovanni in Italy, we see the understanding of the 

soul and operation of its physicality with Jon in 

Arizona, we saw the dimension direction of the 

non-physicality through the speed  and motion 

with the research center in Austria. We've seen 

the patience of man bringing the understanding 

of the emotion of the man with the Chinese  

community.  

 

“So when you look the patch-

work is complete; now it needs 

to be sewn together and fill in 

the gaps.”  

KF NEWS 

 

 



 

 

The Keshe Foundation  

headquarters will move to a  

permanent position that will allow 

us to do the work we committed 

to. The management of the 

Keshe Foundation will move into 

the nation of Malta. We build an 

operational headquarters in the 

island, as it is the mixture of the 

understanding of three continents 

of Africa, Europe, and Asia. This 

allows us to build a solid center 

with the support of all the Keshe 

Foundation supporters. The  

development and the teaching of 

the Keshe Foundation will take 

shape in the coming year. 

 

“The institution of the Universal 

Council and the Earth Council will 

be made in the island of Malta, 

we have given you home. We 

give you headquarters to operate 

through.” 

 

We will see many movements 

within the structure of the Keshe 

Foundation because it means a 

lot needs to be matured and a lot 

already matured needs moving 

further on. “Those who are there 

for the completion of this work are 

already there to do it. They go 

through testing and they have 

been through testing and now is 

the time for not passing a test but 

making sure that no one else will 

go through the test.” 

 

How was Malta chosen?  

It is the headquarters of the 

Keshe Foundation with which 

comes the Universal Council and 

the Earth Council. It has a port, it 

does not have a land lock that the 

nations can block you to reach. It 

was chosen on several merits, it 

has a small population, a  

peaceful nation, it is geologically 

stable, politically very stable.  

 

“I was in Malta very recently with 

the Maltese Keshe Foundation. 

They thought I am there to see 

what was organized to do with the 

government, we did what we went 

to do, but it was initially to  

understand the soul of the  

island.” It is chosen because of 

the security. It is chosen because 

of its openness into the oceans. It 

has a deep inherited culture, it 

understands the culture of Africa, 

Europe and Asia. It understands 

the culture of the Christianity, 

Muslims and Jews.  

 

“It is a perfect place to be and, in 

the future, you will understand 

why when different things will 

happen. I chose Malta on a  

consultation with the Universal 

Community.” 

 

The structure of Malta, the  

position of Malta is safe enough 

from a lot of geological problems 

like hurricanes, earthquakes and 

typhoons and a lot of other things 

which gives us stability to hold 

the councils meeting.  

 

It gives the solidity to the whole 

structure of the work of the Keshe 

Foundation  

   12 
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Many of you see patches of work 

and do not see the totality of the 

patchwork. We see, we know 

what we developed, we know 

where we sit and how the Keshe 

Foundation became the seeds 

but not the totality of it.  

 

In this respect, we have called 

for the meeting of China, Iran,  

United States, Russia, Brazil, 

and India space programs in  

Beijing. We foresee the meeting  

according to what is arranged 

with the Universal Community, 

around 8th or 9th of March of this 

year. This will allow all the space 

agencies with the support of the 

Chinese government on the back 

of One Belt, One Road to meet 

in China, which means we start a 

collective One Nation Space 

Program. We would like it to be 

as a time chosen by the  

members of the Universal  

Community.   

 

“I would like to thank the Chinese 

government for facilitating the 

first International Conference of 

the Spaceship Nations. We will 

teach equally to the Iranians and 

Americans as we do with the 

Russians and Indians as  

Chinese and Brazil. No other  

nations at this moment seem to 

be or have the capability to  

understand the massive  

progress which is in the  

background of such an  

interaction and such a meeting. 

We have received approval from 

the Chinese government for  

calling this conference on a  

national level.” 

 

NASA organization will be  

invited, the same as Russian 

space agency, Iranian spaceship 

program, the “hidden develop-

ment” of the space program of 

the Brazil in conjunction with the 

German government which has 

been in the background for  

decades. Now we give you the 

room to become part of the  

International Organization.  

 

Indians understand the space 

program in a different dimension 

and the Chinese add the totality 

of these nations, it brings  

balance to understanding the 

total culture of the human race.  

 

“We have not chosen a portal for 

European nations as we do not 

see this continent as an  

individual continent that nations 

need to be in such a program 

and you will understand in the 

future why. In a way, we have 

represented the European  

continent through Germany 

through Brazil, as you know  

during the Second World War 

and after many German  

programs were moved to South 

America and this programs at the 

moment are very advanced. We 

collectively will bring these  

Sciences together. “ 

The requests for establishment 

of a meeting in China of the 

space programs will be made 

through the Keshe Foundation in 

conjunction with the Chinese 

government officials, it is an  

official program.  

 

“It is not just a conference of the 

space technology people, but it 

is a conference of planning the 

future of humanity using the 

space as a new way of  

employment. We replace the old 

with new we do not bring hope, 

but we bring the knowledge.  

 

This has taken us a long time to 

plan and to execute but we had 

to bring a lot of people to the  

maturity of understanding the 

time, the place and the 

knowledge.  

 

There are enough knowledge 

seekers around the world which 

can become the seeds of the 

new change. “ 
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MEDIA COVERAGE 

KBC Channel 1 is one of the   

leading broadcasts TV stations 

from Kenya with the aim is to  

promote the value and culture of 

the country. 

 

Recently the media has turned its 

attention towards the teachings 

that Dr. Gatua wa Mbugwa,  

Universal Council member for  

Gikuyu language, freely delivers 

to Kenyan community.  

 

“We learn how trees harvest or 

capture CO2, carbon from the  

environment — and we do the 

same. If you have a wound, which 

is a septic wound caused by a  

bacteria, bacteria is made of the 

same plasma, it is plasmatic.  

 

So the stronger plasma in terms 

of magnetic gravitational fields 

give to the weaker and then there 

is a balance. That in effect means 

that bacteria may still be in there 

but it is ineffective ” Dr. Gatua  

responded to the interviewer. 

There are hundreds of people  

travelling each week to the place 

of teachings with the open heart 

to listen, learn and understand 

how to apply the knowledge by  

themselves.  

 

Not only that the classes are free 

for everyone to join, but at the 

end of each teaching, nobody 

leaves empty handed. They all 

receive plasma water to which 

many have attested for its effects 

in various applications.  

 

During the 256th Knowledge  

Seekers Workshop on 27th of  

December 2018, Mehran Keshe 

addressed a question to Dr. 

Gatua asking to guide the rest of 

us how to teach the way he has 

taught, to have the knowledge 

and experience shared, how to 

use the new interactions to teach 

mankind. Here is his response: 

 

“I believe you have taught us  

exactly how to do it. It is using the 

new ethos, Keshe Foundation 

ethos, that we are here to serve 

and not to be served.  

 

What I have done in Kenya is  

establish a group of participants 

and before that I used to give my  

liquid plasma that I made at 

home, freely, to a lot of people. 

  

They saw the effectiveness of 

that liquid plasma, CO2, CH3, 

ZnO. And I would teach them 

freely, without charging them. 

 

So when I started a group,  

I taught… we started with 14  

participants. In the following week 

more came; soon we were  

teaching hundreds.  

 

In fact, at one point we reached 

500  but usually we have 300 and 

the last time I taught , when the 

newspaper, TVs came around 

and interviewed us we had 306 

participants. “ 

 

“Hundreds flock Gatundu South  

to obtain plasma activated water” 

KBC Channel 1 reports    

by Keshe Foundation  

Credit to  http://www.kbc.co.ke/  |   https://youtu.be/hk6rB5-BT9U 

http://www.kbc.co.ke/
https://youtu.be/hk6rB5-BT9U
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“They have come from various 

places, after learning through 

word of mouth. When we give this 

liquid plasma freely to people; in 

fact we made 1000 liters at this 

place where we teach. So when 

we have about 300 people in  

attendance that means at least 

each one can carry 3 liters. 

  

But now, those I have taught,  

because I started this group in 

January 2018 they do not  

necessarily need to carry from 

this center because they can 

make theirs.  

 

In fact, when I begin teaching 

they come with their GANS that 

they have made at home  so I tell 

them — they ask me: Is this cor-

rect? Is this good? - and I tell 

them based on the color .  

 

It has just grown by word of 

mouth. We started getting partici-

pants from far away places in 

Kenya, as far north as Lodwar 

which borders Sudan, we have 

one making GANSes there.  

 

We have people along the coasts, 

who also make their own. We 

have people all over the country.  

 

 

We teach freely, we do not 

charge a thing and through the 

word of mouth people tell  what 

they have seen, what they feel, 

how their health has improved, 

how they are using it for agricul-

ture, so they just come.  

 

Now with the latest advertisement 

in the national television station, 

Kenya broadcasting television 

which interviewed us last week 

we expect to grow even more, 

maybe we will have  thousands.  

 

And when they ask I say:  Come! 

You are all welcomed.  

 

 

 

So that is the progress  I have 

made.  

 

What has worked is the effective-

ness of the liquid plasma that we 

share and the fact that I show  

them how to do it themselves.  

 

Instead of giving them fish, I show 

them how to fish.  This is exactly 

what has helped grow this move-

ment. 

 

Once they realize we are serious, 

we do not charge them anything, 

we want them to learn they come.  

 

And basically I know that can be 

done anywhere!  

 

Thank you very much Mr. Keshe 

for teachings us this ethos which 

we have put in practice in Kenya!” 

 

 

 

Thank you very much, Dr. Gatua, 

for all the inspiring work you are 

doing to share the knowledge. 

 
 

256th Knowledge Seekers Workshop - 

December 27, 2018 

https://youtu.be/AEsxieKL5a4?t=10200 

https://youtu.be/AEsxieKL5a4?t=10200
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How to learn effectively? How to teach effectively? These are two very common questions asked by 

the academia. Both, teachers and students, come to the traditional or virtual classrooms and share 

common interest – to teach and be taught effectively and efficiently. There is no silver bullet to this di-

lemma, however if one looks at the older and recent studies (https://www.linkedin.com/

pulse/20140313205730-5711504-the-science-behind-ted-s-18-minute-rule/), research done in this 

space suggests that the shorter the better. Frequently, figures between 10-15min appear in many of 

such studies as the reported average attention span. Moreover, if we look at the frequently shared and 

viewed content on the social media and YouTube, videos that are short attract far more attention than 

lengthy videos.  

 

The Keshe Foundation Spaceship Institute (KF SSI) Education team listens to the feedback from  

students, teachers and recent discoveries from the world of science. Short attention span, self-

directed learning, lack of time, listening on-the-go are all important factors which influence the learning 

experience. To help student and teachers of the KF SSI, we propose a new teaching format to be  

followed in the first trimester of the new academic year, starting on the 14th of January 2019.  

 

We believe that students will greatly benefit from it and at the same time it makes the life of the teach-

er easier.  

NEW TEACHING FORMAT FOR 

 

 

by Pete,  

KF SSI Education Team 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140313205730-5711504-the-science-behind-ted-s-18-minute-rule/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140313205730-5711504-the-science-behind-ted-s-18-minute-rule/
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Proposed teaching format 

So, what is the new format? Before we get onto this, let’s do not forget that every teacher is different 

and some like to follow their own way and style of teaching. Are all the flowers the same? No!  

Diversity is beauty, and we always welcome those who want to teach differently from what we are  

recommending. 

 

For those who do want to try something different, here is the new way explained in simple terms.  

Every lecture is composed of two parts: teaching and questions and answers (Q&A). Teaching is to 

be short and concise with a clear title of what is covered and lasts no longer than 20min. During these 

20min you can either present your PowerPoint presentation (no longer than 20 slides) or play video 

recordings of past private or public teachings to discuss, or both. If you go for the video playback, the 

KF SSI Education team will do their best to help you find the content you are after.  

 

One suggestion is to, prior to the teaching, open the selected topic of teaching in various Zoom 

groups such as Teachers Channel, Health/Agriculture Channel, KF Wiki Channel and student  

channels (also extending to Facebook groups) and ask participants of these groups to suggest  

private/public teachings and other materials (articles, animations, other resources) on the topic. In this 

way all the Knowledge Seekers can contribute with their expertise of the field. You don’t need to stick 

to one recording but can present a number of them, which are on the topic of interest.   

 

You can then discuss the video(s) using the Whiteboard or the Annotate feature of the Zoom platform 

or follow up with a PowerPoint or any other presentation - but please keep all of it to 20min maximum. 

Alternatively, you can choose to present entirely by yourself without the aid of the past teachings by 

Mr. Keshe. If this is the case, simply put together a maximum of 20 slides. When doing so, please  

remember to reference any materials you used to prepare it, so that students can follow up on these if 

interested.  

 

The final part of any way of teaching are the Q&A. We wish for our students to be interactive and have 

an opportunity to express their views, opinions and understanding. Teachers are there to answer 

these and if they don’t have an answer, others present may do. Q&A has no time limit, other than the 

two-hour mark which usually ends the class.  

 

 

Other benefits 

Teachers are warmly encouraged to translate and give their teachings in their language groups.  

Having short teaching content, makes it easier for teachers to bring the teaching into their private  

language groups. Even if this involves video transcription, the task is fairly short. Not all the 

Knowledge Seekers speak English, yet this should not prevent them from accessing the teachings. 

 

Teachers are also encouraged to turn their presentations into the Plasma Scientific Journal or KF 

Plasma Times article submissions. Please consider pairing up with students (and other Knowledge 

Seekers) who can help you with this task, if you are planning on publishing your work. 

 

https://kfwiki.org/
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Step by step 

1. A list of teaching topics is circulated amongst those expressing interest to teach. Of course, teach-

ers can choose their own topics that they feel comfortable in teaching. 

 

2. Teachers get in touch with the KF SSI Education team with their topic(s) and availability to teach. 

 

3. Teachers are provided with a timeslot, a PowerPoint template and technical assistance to help them 

in the process of preparing/locating content - if necessary. Already identified educational assets, in the 

form of animations and past presentations or other resources to aid their teaching, will also be commu-

nicated to the teachers upon committing to teaching the topic. One can teach by summarizing the top-

ic, extending the topic, linking different parts of (different) teachings, or by bringing a new understand-

ing from other sciences. Teachers and the Education team can also involve other Knowledge Seekers 

to help them locate the desired content. 

 

4. Teaching takes place within the agreed timeslot. 

 

5. Teachers can teach the same topic in their language communities and also publish it as either a sci-

entific paper (in the Plasma Scientific Journal - if they are adding to the existing knowledge) or as a 

non-scientific article (KF Plasma Times). 

 

Open invitation 

If you are a student, come along and join us in the private classes to enjoy the new learning experi-

ence. Both students and teachers are encouraged to serve by teaching others and both teaching and 

learning has never been easier. If you decide to teach, you are not left by yourself, as the KF SSI  

Education team is here to help you in respect to any aspect of the teaching – be it technical aspects, 

pinpointing teaching materials or original teachings, and many other aspects.  

 

We are here to serve and to help others to serve. Interested? Perspective students can apply by  

visiting (http://keshefoundation.org/study-apply) and teachers can contact us via education (at)  

kfssi.org. 

 

Q&A 

Q1: Do I have to prepare a PowerPoint presentation if my teaching is based on a video playback?  

A1: No, you can simply talk about it or use the drawing board. 

 

Q2: What if I lack technical skills to prepare the teaching the way I want?  

A2: We are here to help and if you are committed to teaching, we are committed to help you teach. 

 

Q3: What if I am not able to share video content?  

A3: The host is there to assist you. Let them know which teaching and the precise timings and they will 

play it for you. 

 

Q4: How long should be the teaching?  

A4: The teacher is expected to prepare 20min of content, which can be purely a video review or a 

PowerPoint presentation or a mixture of both. 

http://keshefoundation.org/study-apply
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Q5: Can I do a workshop on how to build/prepare/apply something?  

A5: Sure, these types of teachings are extremely useful. 

 

Q6: What if there are no questions after the teaching?  

A6: You can either end the session, introduce some questions or other angles to the topic, or follow 

up with whatever students want to discuss. 

 

Q7: What if 20min is not enough for me to teach the topic?  

A7: You can do a series of teachings e.g. two, three, five. If you are over six, perhaps you want to turn 

it into regular teachings such as regular book studies or the soul teachings we have. 

 

Q8: I am already teaching in private English classes, do I need to change my ways?  

A8: No, unless you want to try something different. 

 

 

Please join us in the new year and a new semester of the  

KF SSI Education Private teachings program. 
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PLASMA PRODUCTS 

PATCHOULI  
SHOWER GEL 

Let the plasmatic 
touch embrace 

and revitalize your 
body while getting 

mesmerized by 
the natural herbal 

fragrance of 
Patchouli. 

SANDALWOOD 

LIQUID HAND SOAP 

New  
handwashing 
experience with 
relaxing aroma 
of Sandalwood, 
energizes your 
plasma fields 
while keeping 
the germs and 
bacteria away. 

ARGAN 
SHAMPOO 

The special 
formula with 

Argan brings 
the shine 

back to your 
hair. Let  

your hair  
regenerate 

and feel the 
plasmatic 

nourishment.  

© 
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ARGAN 
SHAMPOO&SHOWER GEL  

2IN1 

Available on https://store.keshefoundation.org/store 

SANDALWOOD 

LIQUID HAND SOAP 

Practical and time 
efficient, this stress-

free combo is all 
you need for a  

plasmagical  
experience.  

https://store.keshefoundation.org/store
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KF: What was the topic of the conference, how 

often is it held, what is the target audience? 

CU: The topic of the conference was “Wound  

Prevention and Treatment Congress”. The  

audience was health professionals, doctors, and 

nurses, people specializing in treating chronic 

and multi-species wounds! This congress is held 

annually, and it has an international character. 

  

KF: What was your role in the conference? 

CU: My role at this conference was to take a new 

technique with a differentiated scientific  

character! The director M.B. invited me, to open 

the event for 3000 congressmen from all over 

Brazil and some speakers from outside  

Brazil!  

 
“Dear Dr. (s)  C          U          , 

 
We are pleased to count on your participation in the  

scientific program of the 7th Brazilian Congress on 
Wound Prevention and Treatment, which will be held 

from October 31 to November 3, 2018, at the Convention 

Center of South America in Rio de Janeiro. 

Below are the details of your participation in the following 

activity (s): 
Date: 11/1/2018 

Hours: 7:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. 
Location: AUDITORIUM 1 

Activity: OPENING CONFERENCE: HERE AND NOW 
Theme: 

Function: CONFERENCE” 

 

As the director and organizers of the event  

mentioned “”It is necessary to establish new  

public policy goals guided by the intelligence  

apparatus of measures that produce real  

structural transformations decisive for the whole 

health system in order to become efficient and 

effective, through the implementation of some  

actions, generating significant results of quality of 

life for patients. 

  

KF: Why did you choose to present Keshe  

Plasma Science and Technology? 

CU: I was invited to talk about my work and what I 

work for! As I currently only work with Keshe 

Plasma Science and Technology, I could only talk 

Portuguese Knowledge Seekers  

   deliver PLASMA TEACHINGS 
in Brazil Health Conference 
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about the subject and tell them that with this  

technology we work. With the Magnetic and  

gravitational fields and that to be aware of these 

fields we have to be "present" in the "here and 

now" and from that everything in the lives of  

people would be different, and that everything is 

related to these fields of energy! 

  

KF: What was the reaction and feedback from 

the audience? 

CU: The reaction was the best that a job could 

have, it was incredible, the general public liked it 

very much, the presentation had a wonderful 

repercussion and due to it we had an invitation 

to participate in health programs with the federal 

government and due to the success of the 

presentation  

 

I was invited to attend this event next year giv-

ing a course on Keshe Technology and also at-

tending other events, we received an invitation 

to give free courses in some universities! 

 

 

 

 

KF: What are your wishes for the future in  

relation to development in the Portuguese  

community? 

CU: I believe that from our participation in this 

event, there was a great opening for technology 

and how it works, my sincere wish is that we can 

from now we work with all this possibility open to 

us here in Brazil and we can benefit more and 

more people with this technology Wonderful!  

 

I am very happy, we had a lot of work here and 

thanks to the Team of the Portuguese Language 

(directed by Pedro and Rui) we were able to  

advance much with the technology in several 

places of Brazil where we now have a repository 

of the Portuguese language with translations 

and translated works! I also work in the health 

area in several places in Brazil, seeking to meet 

the largest number of people I can get along 

with this technology! Mr. Keshe, I just have to 

thank you for making this technology available. 

to the World, Gratitude !!! 

 

C.U. 

Portuguese Knowledge Seeker 

Portuguese Knowledge Seekers  

PLASMA TEACHINGS 
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Note 

In the present state of art of science and geological 

theories, it is considered that all petroleum oils, 

which are extracted from the inner layers of the 

Earth, are due to the decomposition of the oils from 

animals and vegetations, which have died or been 

imbedded in the layers of the soil of this planet 

over millions of years.  

This theory considers that these remains, be it  

animal tissue or leaves of trees, as they were  

buried in the ground or covered by soil, and as 

these bodies decomposed, then their oil was  

slowly released into the earth’s  solid top section.  

It is thought that due to the gravity of the earth, 

these oils were then sucked and moved into the 

inner parts of the earth. As these oils warmed and 

went through the compression and high  

temperature of the inner layers of the earth, then 

these oils became as they are today, when  

extracted from different depths of the earth.  

Nowadays, these oils are refined by the oil industry 

for different applications, the like of petrol for the 

motor industry, lubrication and so on. This theory 

could be partially correct, but with the amount of oil 

and different types of oils which have been found 

around this planet and the different compositions of 

them, this theory is no longer acceptable in the 

light of the new discoveries regarding the  

production of new materials from the atmosphere 

of this planet, which our field tests and laboratories 

trials demonstrate.  

In the research and development of GANS (gases 

in Nano state, which is a solid state of a gas, at 

room temperature) of matters and with the process 

of the conversion of for example CO2 from the gas 

state to the solid state of its matter state as a 

GANS, this process of the release of GANS, has 

simultaneously led to the creation of layers of  

protein on the surface of the containers, while the 

CO2 conversion from gas to GANS has been in 

progress.  

These fat layers have been sent to different  

institutes for nuclear and chemical evaluation, their 
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data will be released in due course.  

In the same process, it has been observed that 

low levels of energy are generated and released 

in the liquids during this process of conversion of 

gases to GANSes. This leads to the creation of 

heat, needed for maturing and to allow the  

conversion of the proteins to lead to the creation 

of oil, and keeping it in semi-liquid state as it is 

extracted from the deeper layers of the planet 

nowadays.  

This process of energy release by the conversion 

of gas matter to GANS releases energy, and the 

human body uses this same process for its  

heating, to keep it at about 37° Celsius.  

In our laboratory tests, which we have observed 

and used the presence of different elements for 

the conversion of matter to GANS, and these 

have led to production of different compositions, 

thickness and density of the protein on the top  

layers of the liquids of each test compartment in 

their test environment.  

For example, when less salt is used for the  

conversion of the matter to GANS, the protein 

composition is thinner and feels much lighter in 

texture compared to if we use more compact  

wiring and for the coating of the wires a more 

compact matter density Nano material and a more 

salty environment condition in the different  

compartments of the test tubes of these systems.  

This in fact shows 

that the more dense 

the matters and 

metals were in the 

compartment and 

the higher the salt 

concentration in the 

water, the thicker 

the protein layers 

look and feel at the 

top of each  

compartment 

(Figure 1, 3-5). 

On the other hand, 

in tests done in Fukushima concerning the  

decontamination of the radioactive contamination 

of materials like the Fukushima farming soil and 

water, the person carrying out the test was asked 

and reported the observation of fat and oil on the 

top layers of the soil once the GANS materials 

were introduced into the sample test units. This 

confirms that protein production occurred during 

the conversion process with the use of GANS  

materials in the presence of salt and water in the 

environment of the test units in the lab and in the 

soil.  Therefore, considering the laboratory tests, 

and the tests done with the soils from Fukushima, 

it is clear that different oil compositions developed 

depending on the salt and metals and minerals in 

the environment of the conversion in different test 

compartments. Oil in the inner parts of the earth 

was and is produced by the same process, and 

not by the process of the decomposition of plants 

and animals over millions of years.. Therefore, 

with these tests it can be understood and  

confirmed that oils which nowadays are extracted 

from the inner parts of this planet are not and 

were not produced from the remains of the  

animals which were roaming the green planes of 

this planet, or they were not due to the  

decomposition of the plants on the surface of the 

earth.  

In fact, this planet has changed and produced its 

oil through and during the conversion of CO2 from 

gases to GANS state of matter and in the process 

has released a vast amount of Oxygen in its  

atmosphere, as has been explained in the other 

papers by the author (Figure 2, 3, 4).  

In other words, even the change of atmosphere 

from its acidic to oxygen levels has been through 

the process of conver-

sion of state of matter 

and in presence of ni-

trogen and carbon, and 

hydrogen released and 

oxygen present has led 

to creation of protein, 

and in given condition 

to creation of amino 

acid of life on this  

planet.  

Physical and tangible 

lives are sometimes 

creating in the universe 

in different forms through this process and life is 

not exclusivity of this planet. So the creation and 

production of different types of oil, be it called light 

or heavy oil, which is extracted from the bowels of 

this planet by the oil companies, exist due to the 

conversion from gas to GANS state of CO2 and 

GANS and NANO 

Figure 1: Gans production cell with thick surface layer. 
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other matters, and have nothing to do with the  

present assumptions that the oil comes from the 

decomposition of the remains of animals and 

plants millions of years ago.  

The truth is that the Earth, even at the present, is 

still carrying on with the same process, and this is 

due to its construction and material composition. 

So even today and every day the Earth is  

producing large quantities of oil which are naturally 

sunk into the inner layers of this planet and then in 

time, these new and ever continuous conversion of 

different state of mater will lead to the production 

and storages of different types of oil in the inner 

sanctum of this planet.  

The present increase in CO2 in the atmosphere is 

causing the natural production of more oil, and can 

be used to produce protein directly from the  

atmosphere, and this process simultaneously  

increases the level of oxygen in the earth’s  

atmosphere, as we have shown in our tests.  

So by this process, that which is now considered 

air pollution, can be benefitted from, to enhance 

the process of the production of different oils with 

different compositions, without going through  

millions of years of conversion, as we have 

demonstrated in our tests in the laboratory and in 

our field trials.  

Thus: the theory that the creations from the past 

are at the origin of the present oils, is a fallacy and 

this oil has nothing to do with animals and plants, 

its formation is a normal and natural process of 

creation of proteins from the environment of the 

planet, without the intervention of other entities like 

animals. In reality, as animals and plants produce 

protein, the earth itself also produces protein. Due 

to the process of conversion of CO2 in its  

atmosphere, and in the presence of metals and 

salts in different layers of its structure, this has led, 

is leading and will lead to the production of protein, 

as has been observed in the lab and different tests 

in Fukushima in a natural way. In the case of oils 

which are extracted from the earth, the proteins 

were produced in the environment, and if they 

were not absorbed by or attached to another  

element to become an amino acid as part of plants 

or animals, then these mostly sunk in the soil of 

the earth and In the process became non-animal, 

planet protein.  

Next these proteins in liquid condition are  

collected in the inner sanctum of the planet, and 

then become further heated and become oils, as 

they are extracted from the inner part of this planet 

nowadays.  

Therefore the oil industry of today should have no 

worries that one day the oil will finish, as this oil is 

produced by the planet, and it simultaneously 

makes oxygen for man to breathe.  

As long as there are salts in the seas and there is 

CO2 in the atmosphere of this planet, and as long 

as there are different metals and semi-metals 

floating in the lakes and the oceans of this planet, 

these materials, and the process of conversion of 

CO2 from gas to GANS, in their Nano condition 

behave like the materials in the test tubes of the 

laboratory tests. This conversion process releases 

oxygen into atmosphere, as has been observed  

in the tests, and simultaneously new proteins are 

formed, and so there shall never be a shortage of 

oil in this planet.  

Figure 2: Gans production cells with gas bubbles 
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As man is using more oil and releasing more CO2 

in the atmosphere, then as long as the salt lakes 

and oceans exist, more and more oxygen is  

released in the atmosphere of this planet.  

At the same time, in the upper layers of the  

atmosphere of this planet, there is a continuous 

production of nitrogen, through the conversion of 

fields and rays. This creation of matter guarantees 

a continuous, everlasting production of protein and 

oil for the future generations of men on this planet.  

As has been shown in tests, one can produce oil 

for the oil industry directly and with little costs and 

without waiting for millions of years for the process 

to be completed, by simply replicating this  

process. This has been demonstrated by the  

production of GANS of CO2 in the laboratory, and 

by their positioning in the salty environment of 

containers, where we can continuously harvest 

protein and fat, this is a replication of the oil  

production from the environment on this planet.  

In reality one does not need to grow corn and 

seeds for their sugar and oil content to produce 

fuel for the industries of today.  

If the past millions of years of the geological  

structure of the planet are studied in detail, one 

will discover that most of the present oil reserves, 

which are extracted from the earth, are near and 

below the areas where waters reserves like lakes, 

salt lakes, seas and oceans used to be on this 

planet in the past.  

Therefore, as the waters of different salt content 

and other matters in dilution converted the CO2 

into the GANS state of its matter, and from a  

Magrav point of view, brought balance between 

four natural elements of this planet’s atmosphere 

and its waters, by creating an environment of  

Magravs balance of an amino acid (containing  

hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen), then the 

Magravs balanced GANS of these elements has 

led to the creation of Magravs of what is known as 

protein.  

If this molecule of protein with balanced Magravs 

has managed to attach itself to other molecules or 

matters in process of its life, it has succeeded to 

manifest itself as protein in the vegetative form. As 

it managed to interact with different salts and  

waters and elements, it led to the creation of water 

microorganisms and later on fish, which could live 

in the environment which itself led to their creation.  

In turn, as these life forms managed to use the  

energy of the hydrogen in the moisture rather than 

in the liquid, they became air breathing entities, 

needing an organ like a lung for the extraction of 

energy from the same process, as we see in man.  

In some cases where the protein did not manage 

to attach itself to other  

elements, and due to a 

large and rapid conver-

sion, this led to the  

production of surplus oils, 

and after drying of the 

lakes and seas, these oils 

were left on the surface of 

the planet and due to their 

weight, in duration of time, 

they sunk in the soil and 

became buried and  

heated and became the  

present oil and gas  

reserves.  

In other words, oil and  

petroleum can be made 

and replicated freely and 

easily using the new understanding of the  

production of Nano materials and the GANS of the 

material in the environment of the salt of the liquid.  

At the same time, we have seen that in the  

process of the production of protein, gases are  

released in the liquid of the containers in the  

laboratories, so if one creates conditions, one can 

create the right conditions for the release and  

production of methane and any other gases which 

Figure 3: Gans production cell with thinner surface layer and gas bubbles 
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man needs. We have demonstrated this in the 

tests, and published it in the book “The structure of 

the light” with Raman spectroscopy tests as proof. 

Also the observation that these gases are  

extracted from the inner sections of this planet, like 

the oil, is a confirmation. Thus the gas reserves 

being near the oil reserves are a natural process in 

the conversion of CO2 from gas to GANS state in 

the life of this planet.  

So the creation of gases and their release in the 

environment, is part of the same process which 

leads to the production of GANS and protein, as 

we observed gas bubbles being released in the 

same containers. This new technology opens a 

new era for man’s energy production, which is  

matter dependent, as is his life which is connected 

to this planet. Thus there is no need for energy 

control and oil, as every man can produce his own 

oil and gas for his energy and life if one needs. 

Now we need to understand which oil and protein 

man would like to have, to eat for life energy, or to 

burn as fuel. In space man in producing CO2 in the 

spaceship crafts, in the future, his waste of CO2 

becomes his food for his energy, by producing  

protein, and at the same time his source of oxygen 

production for his life. In space there is no need for 

life support systems to keep man alive. Man will 

create his own food and oxygen through the use of 

simple processes, as we have shown in the  

laboratories. This way as a race, he can stay alive 

for thousands of years in deep space without the 

need for earthly resources.  

This is the wisdom of creation, man never  

understood the process of creation in his planet, 

and the same process has and will be carried out 

in the rest of the universe, with the difference that 

in some cases the molecules will be invisible to the 

physicality of man’s limited detection Magravs 

strength systems, due to their balance of Magravs 

with their environment.  

Thus oil has never been from the body of animals 

as this would have needed much more animals 

that this planet could ever support, but it has been 

a nice story to tell the grandchildren, and again we 

have unraveled another mystery of creation in the 

universe of man, who still has a limited knowledge 

of his environment.  

Figure 4: Gans production cell with thick surface 
layer and gas bubbles 

Figure 5: Gans production cell with thin oily surface layer 
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Subject 
This paper provides the reader with an easy to  

follow, step-by-step guide on how to produce the 

four basic GANSes, which are in various ways  

connected to our bodies. Other resources relating 

to this topic exist on the KF Wiki1 and the KF SSI 

YouTube channel2. The basic theory behind the  

production procedure is explained together with the 

affinity of each of these GANSes to the particular 

aspects of the human (or any other animal’s) body.  

Taking a step back, let’s first consider what GANS 

actually is. GANS is the abbreviation for Gas in 

Nano-state of Solid and as explained by M.T. 

Keshe in his second book, "This condition of GANS 

of matter comes about at ambient temperature and 

pressure when due to internal Gravitational and 

Magnetic fields’ strength of the atom the atom’s 

physical appearance changes and the atomic 

structure of the gas changes to a compact  

configuration of the solid. The atom of the same 

gas becomes and behaves like a solid but with  

totally new properties and characteristics which 

were never known when the atom was in its other 

three initial known states (gas, liquid and  

solid)." (Keshe, 2011). 

Method 

There are many methods through which one can 

produce GANSes. Traditionally, this is achieved 

through the use of two (or more) metal plates or 

coils, one of which is Nano-coated. Table 1 gives 

an overview of which metals are used in the  

production of the four GANSes. Other methods  

exist, for example, GANS of vitamins, food and 

other substances can be prepared through the use 

of caustic soda or CO2 GANS and plasma water.  

The process in a GaNS production box is similar to 

the process of absorption of food or air – no matter 

crosses the wall of the lungs or intestine, but a  

certain condition is created to attract the field of the 

elements of Oxygen (lungs) and other matter  

consumed (intestine). In this way human body (and 

the GANS production box) creates a condition of a 

‘magnet’, which attracts fields of a specific strength 

(being the weaker and hence dictating the direction 

of the flow). The attracted fields, in the salty water 

environment, slow down and transform into the 

matter state of a given element. The complete list 

of materials required for the production of any of 

these four GANSes is as follows: 

 

Production of the four basic GANSes:  
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 Plastic box (optionally Nano-coated for faster  
production) 

 One metal plate or coil 

 One Nano-coated metal plate or coil 

 Pure sea salt and distilled water 

 Copper wire for short-circuiting of the metals 

 Green LED 

 Two alligator clips (optional if plates are not 
drilled) 

 Nano-coated plastic spoon to harvest amino-
acids 

 2 x Plastic or glass containers to store amino-
acids and GANS 

 Syringe to collect the GANS or to remove ex-
cess water 

Production procedure 

Step 1)  

Depending on which GANS one wants to produce 

(as per Table 1), Nano-coat one of the plates/coils 

following any of the available video or text guides3. 

Prior to this process, if using metal plates instead 

of coils, drill a hole in a corner of both plates (this 

eliminates the need for the use of alligator clips). If 

no drill available, alligator clips can be used.  

Step 2)  

Hang the two plates in the production box,  

opposite each other at a distance of several  

centimeters - as per Fig. 1. Plates or coils should 

not touch the bottom of the container but instead 

should be fixed 1-2’’ above its bottom. If they sit on 

the bottom of the box, this will slow down or  

prevent GANS from being produced. 

Step 3)  

Connect the two plates via a copper wire either by 

going through the drilled holes or using alligator 

clips. Optionally when connecting the plates, one 

can place a green LED in this circuit. The use of an 

LED light in the circuit helps to create the flow of 

energy between the plates. As with every GANS 

production, connect the anode (longer piece of 

wire = positive pole) of the LED with the copper 

wire that leads to the Nano-coated metal plate/coil, 

and the cathode (negative pole) with the copper 

wire that leads to the metal plate/coil (Fig. 1). 

Step 4)  

Fill up the GANS production box with a 3.5-10% 

sea salt, distilled water solution (make sure the salt 

is not contaminated by any minerals). Place the 

box away from other boxes and reactors and leave 

alone for couple of weeks. The time needed to  

produce each of these GANSes depends on a 

number of factors, such as type of GANS pro-

duced, materials available in the proximity of the 

production box, water salinity, distance between 

the plates, quality of the Nano-coating, purity of 

metals and other.  

Step 5)  

When one observes the deposit of the 

GANS at the bottom of the box, or the 

plates become too salty or worn out, it is 

time to harvest the GANS.  Set the plates 

aside and with a Nano-coated plastic 

spoon, collect the amino acid which floats 

on the water’s surface. Store it in a clean glass or 

plastic container and top it up with distilled water 

not to dry out. 

Step 6)  

Either use a syringe to collect the GANS sediment 

from the bottom of the production box or carefully 

remove the excess water with it and pour the  

sediment into a separate glass or plastic container 

to store it. Washing of the GANS to reduce salinity 

is optional and depends on the application area.  

For more information and pictures, detailed guide 

on the production of the four basic GANSes is 

available on the KF wiki.4 

 

Useful Tips 
 Make sure you wash your Nano-plate of any  

caustic soda residue, before using it in the 

GANS production. 

 Handle Nano-materials with care. Do not 

scratch it, be gentle with it and never stack it up.  

 Use caustic soda Nano-coating method which 

results in more permanent Nano-layers than fire

-coating.  

GANS and NANO 

GANS Color Metal Nano-metal 

CO2(CO2+ ZnO) Cream white Zinc Nano-copper 

ZnO White Zinc Nano-zinc 

CuO Reddish brown Copper Nano-copper 

CH3 Turquoise Galvanized Iron Nano-copper 

Table 1. Metals used in the production of the four basic GANSes. 
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 Make sure the salt you are using has no impuri-

ties. 

 You can produce GANSes not only through the 

use of sea or table salt (NaCl) but also using 

other salts such as Magnesium or Potassium.  

 Nano-coat your GANS production box for better 

results or simply reuse one from a previous 

GANS production of the same GANS as during 

the production process walls of the container 

get Nano-coated. 

 As water from your GANS production box  

evaporates and decomposes into GANS, some 

of the salt crystals can deposit at the bottom, 

which reduces water salinity. Top up your boxes 

with distilled water and if needed add some salt 

into the distilled water used for topping up.  

 Keep you GANS production boxes at least 3-5 

meters apart in order not to influence the  

process in each box and to achieve the  

expected results.  

 Use plates/coils which are not too thin as they 

can break either during the Nano-coating or 

GANS production processes. 

 Every GANS produced is different in strength – 

think of it as isotopes of the same element. 

Therefore, in order to cover a wide spectrum of 

fields, add your e.g. freshly produced CO2 

GANS into the jar/container with previously  

produced CO2 GANS. Over time, your CO2 

GANS has many different ‘flavors’ to it and can 

be more effective in any application area.  

How does it work 
Let’s consider the CO2 GANS production in which 

a Zinc and a Nano-coated copper plates are used. 

Atomic weight of Copper is just over 63.5 (69% of 

the copper isotopes is Cu63 and almost 31% is 

Cu65) and Zinc is 65 (just over 49% is Zn64, other 

isotopes are in the range of 66-68)5. In the  

Nano-coating process, any metal loses around 5% 

of its atomic weight. Therefore, Copper reduces to 

around 59 atomic weight. The difference between 

the two plates (65 and 59) is 6 and it is the atomic 

Figure 1. GaNS production box  
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number (number of protons in the nucleus) of  

Carbon. Therefore, the CO2 production box creates 

a plasma field between the two plates of the 

strength 6, which like a magnet, attracts Carbon 

present in the atmosphere around the box. In  

plasma, stronger feeds the weaker to find balance, 

and hence the field created in the box is the  

weaker part. In the salty water solution, Carbon 

oxidizes in the presence of the plasma of Oxygen 

and deposits as a CO2 GANS at the bottom. The 

side effect of the CO2 GANS production is the 

presence of ZnO GANS. The Nano-coated copper 

plate creates a condition for attraction of Zinc from 

the Zinc plate, which in turn oxidizes to become the 

ZnO. As a result, the CO2 box produces a mixture 

of CO2 and ZnO GANS, where the ratio of the two 

depends on the setup. More details can be found 

on the KF wiki page on the CO2 GANS production6. 

 

GANS of CH3 is produced in a similar way and is a 

2-stage process. Firstly, the Nano-copper (59)  

interacts to find balance with the layer of Zinc of 

the galvanized Iron. This ‘magnet’ for Carbon  

attracts this element and as a consequence the 

CO2 GANS gets produced and deposits at the  

bottom of the box. Secondly, the fields of the Nano-

coated copper plate interact with Iron (atomic 

weight close to 56, with almost 92% of Fe56) and 

create a ‘magnet’ for H3. Tritium attracted from the 

atmosphere binds with Carbon fields already  

present in the salty water environment and  

deposits as the CH3 GANS at the bottom of the 

production box. 

 

CuO and ZnO GANS productions use the same 

metals to produce it. For CuO it is Copper and 

Nano-copper, for ZnO it is Zinc and Nano-zinc. The 

Nano-coated metal plate attracts/pulls elements 

out from the other plate, which then oxidize in the  

plasmatic water environment and deposit at the 

bottom of the container in the form of GANS. 

GANSes acquire the affinity towards the  

environment which produced it. Therefore, the CO2 

GANS has affinity towards Copper and Zinc, as 

well as towards Sodium (as NaCl is present in the 

water). Moreover, whatever materials are used in 

the Nano-coating process, the produced GANS  

also has affinity towards them e.g. using  

Magnesium hydroxide Mg(OH)2 in the Nano-

coating process. Therefore, each of the produced 

GANSes differs in strength as it is affined to the 

elements and environment which produced it. In 

other words, these are the common denominators 

Knowledge Seekers hear so much about in various 

context.  

Observations 

During the GANS production one observes 

the following. Firstly, oxygen bubbles appear 

on the Nano-metal plate/coil. After couple of 

days (or weeks, depending on the setup) one 

can notice a sediment deposition at the bot-

tom of the production box and a thin layer of 

amino-acid building on the water’s surface. 

Often, salt crystals build up and deposit on the 

part of the Nano-plate which is above the 

water’s surface.  

 

        Figure 2. The four basic GANSes.7 

GaNS Links to Effect 

CO2 Nervous system 
Balances the neuro 

system 

Zn0 Emotions Balances emotions 

CuO 
Lymph system, 

physicality, mus-
cles 

Disinfects, supports 
muscles 

CH3 
Blood system,  
energy for the 

body 
Energizes the body 

Table 2. Use of the four basic GANSes. 
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Usage 

The GANS and amino-acid production is the way 

life started on this planet. It all started in the salty 

water environment of the Oceans and surrounding 

matter and GANS state. During GANS production 

process, the two metal plates in a salty water  

environment create a condition for attraction of  

certain elements e.g. Carbon, Zinc, Copper,  

Oxygen, or Hydrogen. These are the basic  

elements, which life on this planet is based on.  

Table 2 shows the connection of these four basic 

GANSes to the human being. GANSes are the ba-

sis of the Plasma Technology and are applicable in 

many areas, such as Food and Agriculture, Health, 

Energy, Decontamination, Space Travel and other. 

Amino-acids collected from different GANS  

production boxes are of different strength in re-

spect to each other, as they get attracted by differ-

ent strength `plasmatic magnets` created between 

two metal plates. GANS is also used to prepare the  

liquid plasma by mixing it with distilled water and 

collecting the water above the sediment. For appli-

cations in Health and Agriculture, amino-acid is 

added in the process of preparing the liquid plasma 

to strengthen its connection to living organisms, 

which are all based on amino-acids.  
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Supplementary material 
An extensive guide on how to produce these four 

basic GANSes is available on the KF Wiki. These 

guides contain links to YouTube videos and other 

handy resources. For more details please visit:  

https://en.kfwiki.org/wiki/Category:Nano-

Coating_and_the_Production_of_GANS  
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Subject 
This paper documents the  

production of the Magnesium 

GANS and identifies its  

potential uses. 

 

Method 

The proposed method of GANS 

production uses a standard 

GANS production kit, such as 

the one available from the USA 

store1. The production of this 

GANS is analogous to the CuO 

GANS production. In the  

production of CuO GANS, one 

uses a copper plate and a 

Nano-coated copper plate. The 

production of Magnesium 

GANS requires two magnesium 

plates, one of which is Nano-

coated.  

Materials 

The complete list of materials 

required for the production of 

this GANS is as follows: 

 Plastic box 

 Two magnesium plates 
(anodes or magnesium  
ribbon), one of which is 
Nano-coated 

 Two alligator clips (optional) 

 Pure sea salt and distilled 
water 

 Copper wire 

 LED (optional) 

 1.5 V battery (optional) 

 

Procedure 

Step 1)  

Nano-coat one of the magnesi-

um plates. Alternatively, one 

can also use magnesium  

anodes 4 to 6” long or magnesi-

um ribbon. Nano-coating  

magnesium is through the 

same caustic process as Nano-

coating copper. For further info 

on Nano-coating refer to the 

KFWiki.2 

 

Step 2)  

In a GANS production box,  

position the Nano-coated  

magnesium plate opposite the 

magnesium plate. As with  

every GANS production, when 

using the anodes or the plates, 

position them 1-2” above the 

bottom of the production box. If 

they sit on the bottom of the 

box it will slow down or prevent 

GANS from being produced.  

GANS and NANO 
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Step 3)  

Connect the two magnesium 

plates to each other via a wire. 

Small holes can be drilled into 

one corner of each plate, prior 

to the Nano-coating process, 

that can be used to connect the 

wire to the plates. You can 

avoid drilling holes in favor of 

using alligator clips to connect 

the LED to the plates, however, 

it is very important to ensure 

you do not scratch the Nano-

coating of the copper plate 

when attaching the clip. The 

use of an LED light in the circuit 

helps to create the flow of  

energy between the plates. 

Connect the anode (longer 

piece of wire = positive pole) of 

the LED with the copper wire 

that leads to the magnesium 

plate/coil, and the cathode 

(notch or shorter needle on 

LED package = negative pole) 

with the copper wire that leads 

to the Nano-coated plate.  

Step 4)  

Fill up the production box (as in 

Fig. 1) with a 3.5-5% sea salt, 

distilled water solution (make 

sure the salt is not contaminat-

ed with any minerals). Place 

the box away from other boxes 

and reactors and leave alone 

for 7-14 days.  

Step 5)  

When one observes the deposit 

of the GANS at the bottom of 

the box, or the plates become 

too salty or worn out, it is time 

to harvest the GANS.  Set the 

plates aside (remembering the 

polarity if you wish to use them 

again) and with a Nano-coated 

plastic spoon, collect the amino 

acid which floats on the water 

surface. Store it in a clean 

glass or plastic container.  

Step 6)  

Using a syringe, collect the 

white or cream colored GANS 

and the black GANS into  

separate jars. These color  

differences are different  

isotopes of the magnesium. 

One can see our color  

collection in this video3.  

GANS and NANO 

Figure 1. Magnesium GANS production box. 

 

https://youtu.be/r2e4MtW29Cw
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Magnesium is a softer metal 

and if pieces of metal have  

fallen off during the process, 

then strain it through a cloth 

filter.  

 

 

Caution: Do not use too thin a 

gauge plate as the metal is soft 

and can break from deteriora-

tion with the Nano-coating  

process. 

 

 

 

Advice: If the GANS production 

is slow, try moving the two 

plates closer to each other;  

Also, it is best if a small amount 

of electricity is used (about 1.5 

volts) from a battery or power 

supply. As with an LED,  

connect the negative polarity to 

the Nano-coated plate and  

positive to the pure magnesium 

plate.  

Should the GANS be washed 

after collection?  

NO – When GANS is not 

washed it holds its energy 

strength. If using the GANS in 

reactors or patches, this is the 

preferred method. In patches it 

is best to match the salinity of 

the body or about 1% for best 

results. 

YES – When using it directly 

with agriculture it is best to 

have a low salinity of less than 

1%. This requires at least one 

washing. 

Usage 

Magnesium is the 11th most 

abundant element (by mass) in 

the human body and is essen-

tial to all cells and some 300 

enzymes. Magnesium ions  

interact with polyphosphate 

compounds such as ATP, DNA, 

and RNA.4 Magnesium is vital 

for the proper functioning of 

hundreds of enzymes.  

Consuming adequate magnesi-

um can have the following  

benefits: 

 Reduce premenstrual 
symptoms, 

 Prevent problems in the 
bones and improved bone 
health, 

 It helps assimilate calcium 
into the bones and plays a 
role in activating vitamin D 
in the kidneys, 

 Managing diabetes. It plays 
an important role in  
carbohydrate and glucose 
metabolism, 

 Magnesium is necessary to 
maintain the health of the 
muscles, including the 

heart, and for the transmis-
sion of electrical signals in 
the body. It has been shown 
to lower the risk of fatty 
build-up on the walls of the 
arteries as well as lower the 
risk of hypertension or high 
blood pressure, 

 Prevents or relieves  
migraine headaches, 

 Relieving anxiety. (Ware, 
2017)5 

Most magnesium is absorbed 

in the small intestine, so this 

might be an area to allow the 

energy fields to best work. 

GANS and NANO 

Figure 2. Magnesium GANS patches. 
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Magnesium Patches for Health 

Figure 2 shows GANS patches 

with purple colored ‘water 

beads’ to improve health in cer-

tain areas. I wore these for 

about 1 hour at a time to ob-

serve results.  

Lemon Tree 

For application in plants, a ball 

loaded with Zinc and Magnesi-

um GANSes was placed in the 

8-year-old lemon tree (Fig. 3) 

that has produced very little 

harvest to date. It has been in 

the tree for only a month or two 

and will need to continue to 

monitor. 

Observations 

In both cases the observations 

are incomplete, but it is my 

thoughts that with more time 

very observable benefits will 

start to show up. Magnesium is 

very important part of our 

health and the health of our 

plants. It is hoped that by shar-

ing this, others might benefit 

from this information. 
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GANS and NANO 

Figure 3. Lemon tree with Zinc and Magnesium GANS ball. 
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Introduction 
The Keshe Foundation introduces new solutions 

through the teaching and development of the  

science of plasma technology. Such solutions 

are simple and harmless to any organism  

inhabiting this planet. One of the biggest threats 

to humanity (and to other forms of life) are  

viruses, and one of the most prevalent one is the 

herpes simplex virus (HSV). HSV, or herpes, is 

categorized into 2 types: herpes simplex virus 

type 1 (HSV-1) and herpes simplex virus type 2 

(HSV-2). Statistically, it is estimated that in 2012, 

over 67% of the World’s population (3709 million 

people, range: 3440–3878 million) aged 0–49, had 

a prevalent HSV-1 infection, which usually  

appears on the mouth, around the lips (Table 1).  

 

An estimated 417 million people aged 15-49 

(11%) worldwide have HSV-2 infection. Most oral 

and genital herpes infections are asymptomatic 

(showing no symptoms). Hence, many people 

are not even aware they carry it. This lifelong 

condition, like many other viruses known to  

mankind, is incurable and scientists report its  

relationship to other health conditions such as 

Alzheimer (Lövheim H. J., 2015). However, the 

origin of it and the exact mechanism of its  

working, as this is also the case with many other 

viruses, remains a mystery to the modern  

medicine.  

 

This This publication explains the origin of the 

HSV virus and how it develops in the human 

body – starts from the soul and the brain through 

the process of dreaming and ends where it  

started - in the brain. The role of the skin, which 

in the understanding of the plasma science is an 

extension to the human brain, is described. The 

transition and mutation of the virus occurs as it 

travels through the digestive system to reach its 

other end – the anus and genitals. The herpes 

virus also nests in the hip of the man. Doctors 

and scientists cannot solve it, as its complexity 

and mechanisms have never been fully  

understood. Whatever therapy is applied, the  

virus eventually comes back. When its energy 

reaches a tipping point, it releases the energy 

back into the same layers and one has a flaring 

of the disease.  

 

In general, herpes is a totality of the disease 

across the body of the man. This changes the 

approach and herpes with this new  

understanding of the Keshe Plasma Science and 

Technology are manageable, are reversible. The 

proposed procedure, which covers the entirety of 

the body, is proven to be effective and  

subsequent tests and clinical trials are needed to 

quantify it further.  

 

 

Background 
One of the biggest menaces to the human race is 

the herpes virus. The understanding of the  

modern medicine is that HSV-1 is transmitted by 

oral-to-oral contact to cause oral herpes, which 

can include symptoms known as “cold sores” but 

can also cause genital herpes. HSV-2 is a  

sexually transmitted infection that causes genital 

herpes. Both HSV-1 and HSV-2 infections are 
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lifelong. According to (Davis, 2018), these two 

viruses have distinctly different DNA, and both 

cause oral and genital lesions. However, HSV-1 

causes about 80% of all oral lesions and only 

about 20% of genital lesions while HSV-2 causes 

the reverse (about 80% genital and 20% oral). 

 

Oral herpes infection is mostly asymptomatic, 

and most people with HSV-1 infection are  

unaware of it. Symptoms of oral herpes include 

painful blisters or open sores, called ulcers, in or 

around the mouth. Sores on the lips are referred 

to as “cold sores.” Infected person will often  

experience a tingling, itching, or burning  

sensation around their mouth, before the  

appearance of sores. After the first infection, the 

blisters or ulcers can periodically recur.  

 

The frequency of recurrences varies from person 

to person. Genital herpes caused by HSV-1 can 

be asymptomatic or can have mild symptoms 

that go unrecognized. When symptoms do occur, 

genital herpes is characterized by one or more 

genital or anal blisters or ulcers. After a first  

genital herpes episode, which may be severe, 

symptoms may recur, but genital herpes caused 

by HSV-1 usually do not recur often. Herpes  

infections are most contagious when symptoms 

are present but can still be trans-

mitted to others in the absence 

of symptoms. Antiviral medica-

tions, such as acyclovir, 

famciclovir, and valacyclovir, are 

the most effective medications 

available for people infected with 

HSV. These can help reduce the 

severity and frequency of symp-

toms but cannot cure the infec-

tion1.  

 

According to the WHO’s  

website1, “in immunocompro-

mised people, such as those 

with advanced HIV infection, 

HSV-1 can have more severe 

symptoms and more frequent 

recurrences. Rarely, HSV-1  

infection can also lead to more 

severe complications such as 

encephalitis or keratitis (eye  

infection)”. The same report 

warns pregnant women that 

“neonatal herpes can occur when an infant is ex-

posed to HSV in the genital tract during delivery. 

This is a rare condition, occurring in an estimated 

10 out of every 100,000 births globally, but can 

lead to lasting neurologic disability or death.”  

 

Many researchers notice and investigate the 

causal relationship between the HSV-1 virus and 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Work presented in 

(Bearer, 2013) concludes that the author in their 

HEALTH 

Table 1: Global and regional estimates of the number of existing (prevalent) cases of 
HSV-1 infection in 2012 by age and sex, in millions (percentage of the population with 

prevalent infection shown in parentheses)2 

Figure 1: Herpes Simplex Virus Type 1 Infection.4  
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study “… satisfied Koch’s 3rd postulate: the HSV 

causes Abeta deposition that would in concert 

with other factors lead to an AD-like pathology”. 

In June 2015, Swedish scientists in (Lövheim H. 

J., 2015) concluded that “Among persons with a 

follow-up time of 6.6 years or more, HSV  

infection was significantly associated with AD.”  

 

Other works presented similar evidence 

(Piacentini, 2014), (Lövheim H. J.-G., 2015), 

(Agostini, 2016) and most recently (Itzhaki, 2018) 

who points to evidence in literature that apart 

from AD, HSV is also linked to senile dementia 

and that “… antiviral treatment causes a dramatic 

decrease in number of subjects who later  

develop SD ”. Furthermore, Itzhaki in the same 

work, concludes that “three indirectly relevant 

studies deal respectively with schizophrenia,  

relating to antiviral treatment to target HSV1, with 

the likelihood that HSV1 is a cause of fibromyal-

gia (FM), and with FM being associated with later 

development of SD. Studies on the link between 

epilepsy, AD and herpes simplex encephalitis 

(HSE) are described also, as are the possible 

roles of APOE-ε4, HHV6 and HSV1 in  

epilepsy.” (Itzhaki, 2018). 

 

It is one of the contributions of this publication to 

explain, from the plasmatic point of view, that 

HSV virus correlates with increased risk of  

neurodegenerative diseases such as AD as it  

appears in the body of the man.   

 

 

Viruses - the new understanding  
The genesis, evolution and the mechanisms of 

many viruses present on this planet, which  

trouble humanity, are not currently understood. 

Viruses are energy packages which have the 

DNA strength of the body of the man and in that 

process, they interact with it. The energy  

packages which have the strength of the soul of 

the man interact with the DNA of the soul of the 

man - they are a leech onto the leech (human 

body) and they become leeching onto the entire 

structure.  

 

Viruses don’t have physical characteristics, they 

don’t have physical entity, but they have  

gravitational-magnetic field strength in part of 

their composition that matches one of the  

elements of the amino acid of the man (COHN); 

or it matches the elements that are connected to 

it, such as Iron in the blood, or Copper in the 

muscle, or Carbon, and the virus locks in. Once 

locked-in, it carries a massive amount of energy 

as it does not have a physical dimension. Virus in 

the plasma technology is a package of energy 

which mankind needs to understand. 

 

In the space, humans will not die much of  

bacteria and infections, but will die of viruses – 

the energy packages without physicality. The 

present science has not managed to handle the 

simple viruses of this planet - those energy  

packages which have no physical dimensions to 

the amino acid, but they carry energies of the 

amino acid.5 This aspect can be explained  

similarly to the food cup experiment, also known 

as the Orange Experiment, in which four basic 

GANSes and their amino-acids are placed 

around a glass container with water (Fig. 2). In a 

CO2 GANS production, the combination of  

materials of the air appears on the surface of the 

water as the amino acid (COHN), and when put 

in another tube, it becomes the basis of life. In 

such food cup, gravitational-magnetic fields are 

created, which pull down the gravitational-

magnetic fields of the essence of the orange, or 

any other plant or substance, into the water.  

 

When the orange is placed on the top of the cup, 

the energy of the orange together with its taste is 
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Figure 2: The food tower. 
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transferred into the water contained by the cup. 

Because this water has a protein base, it  

connects to the protein-based body of the man, 

so it feeds the body with the energy of the  

substance. In this transfer of the energy of the 

plasma, one receives all the attributes of the  

orange - the energy, the taste, the smell,  

everything.   

 

There is no need for the physicality of the  

orange, and when one drinks this water, it tastes 

orange. This confirms the energy transfer 

through the plasma structure and orange’s amino 

acids. For example, let’s assume that the  

Hydrogen of the orange’s amino acid is equal to 

the Hydrogen in the water of the cup, according 

to the mixture of the GANSes placed around the 

container. In the same way, viruses which are 

like this energy packed information contained in 

the water of the cup, leech onto human bodies.  

 

To the present world of science, viruses are a 

menace, for which there is no solution. Any virus, 

any entity which has a dynamic plasma, has a 

funnel. Every virus has a dimension of the  

dynamic plasma - it is a structured energy pack. 

The plasma structure of the CO2 GANS, or any 

other, is the same as the plasma of a virus - it 

has a strength capacity. As a first step, one has 

to find out what this strength capacity of the virus 

is. If one can measure its strength, then a system 

can be developed to work the opposite -  

gravitational to magnetical - to drain it, to reduce 

the virus’ strength or one of the factors of the 

strength in it, which for example, matches into 

the amino acid Hydrogen strength. With this new 

understanding all viruses are reversible.  

 

 

Herpes Simplex Virus  - HSV 

 
Genesis 

Herpes originates from the brain of the man. It is 

caused by the release of the energy from the  

inner soul of the man touching the invisible 

memory part of the body of the man. While 

dreaming, one experiences various emotional 

states. If the dream is at the strength that  

endangers one’s life, if the memory of it is at the 

strength that can jeopardize the life or imprison 

the physicality, this is an event which one does 

not want to remember. Therefore, a field force in 

the balance of the memory of what is not to be 

remembered, is created. Because it is a dream, it 

has not manifested, and it remains a part of the 

operation of the soul of the man.  

 

The energy transfer appears on the part of the 

body responsible for the verbalization of the  

unexpressed feeling, which is the lip of the man 

and this explains why, when one has a very  

horrible dream, the blister appears on the side of 

their mouth. This is the beginning of the process. 

The energy transfer from the source (inner soul 

and the brain) into the point of destination (the 

lip) gets captured in the salty environment of the 

layers of the skin. Think of it as a CO2 box – two 

plates (one of the higher order) and the energy 

transfers through the salty water, to create a 

point of balance at the Carbon field strength to 

attract the Carbon from its environment.  

 

The full process of the creation of herpes comes 

from the inner structure (memories in the brain) 

and this is why it goes back to where it came 

from. Since it has no memory, it wants the brain 

to remember the initial horrible event or a  

nightmare. This is called the heating temperature 

of a dream. It does not matter where one is in the 

universe, or on this planet, they get it; because 

human soul is the creator of it. The dream does 

not find the physicality at the time when one is 

awake that their eyes can observe. If in a dream, 

one gets captured and wants to escape, such 

frightening situation often wakes them up. The 

energy of the memory of this dream cannot be 

memorized by the brain, as it was not observed 

by the eye, and because in their dream one can-

not speak through their mouth which is the point 

of speaking, this is where the energy transfers.6 

 

If one has a problem with their son, as a man 

they develop a prostate cancer. The paper titled 

ALS—A death wish which comes true,7 describes 

yet another process, which directly originates 

from the soul of the man. ALS is a wish through 

the soul, which the physicality cannot handle – 

the ‘termination of contract’.  

 

Similarly, herpes is a condition created by the 

soul of the man but without the interaction of the 

physicality. Herpes goes back to where it came 

from (the brain), so that one remembers the 
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dream, so that it does not happen to them. Now it 

is understood why herpes damages or interacts 

at the memory side, because one wants to forget 

a horrible experience.  

 

Mechanism 

Every virus is an energy pack and it needs to be 

attached to an amino acid. Once it finds the  

energy in a structure which carries DNA, it can 

control itself, it can mutate to absorb more. It  

becomes a cell, a living entity. A virus looks for 

food to survive, it looks for energy to absorb. 

When it attaches itself to Mr. COHN8, it links itself 

either to the Oxygen - because it matches the 

gravitational field of it; or to the weakest element, 

which is the Hydrogen. It needs that match/

connection, it finds that connection, but how does 

it enter the body of the man? It needs a weak 

point, it needs a point of entry.  

 

The lip and the skin 

One of the points of entry for the virus are the 

lips. Herpes are usually observed in these  

regions, around the mouth, because this is where 

the space gap is. In Figure 3, the external part of 

the skin is marked with D; while C is the internal 

part, the sausage, the breathing part, the mouth. 

These two are two different structures. Area 

marked with B is the weak point in the structure, 

which can be compared to a woven chain. The 

same can be observed in Nano-layers – such 

open spaces, gaps between plasmas. It’s  

analogous to sewing two different materials  

together, such as leather and cotton, which  

cannot be perfectly put together, cannot be 

fused, because they are two different structures.9 

 

Skin has three layers. Both, the internal part (C) 

and the external skin (D) have three layers. The 

bottom layers of each are linked up. But the 

three, the middle layers of the same salt content, 

because they carry the blood in the level of  

balance of it, they have a space gap. The layers 

are linked up, but they allow for the virus to come 

into this space gap and in this way, it finds a 

place to nest. Why herpes is usually observed in 

the corners of the lips? Because this is where the 

space gap is continuously fixed to one point, 

which moves when the mouth closes and opens. 

These points of flexibility are an entry point for 

the HSV virus, which then finds a nest. The virus 

enters into the middle layer  of the skin and it 

stays there.9 

 

HSV is an energy pack which is equal to the  

energy pack of the amino acid in the middle layer 

of the skin, which becomes a nesting-ground for 

the virus. Here we are considering a six-layered 

structure, not three - there are three layers of the 

skin and there are three layers of the inner tube. 

This structure has a gap in which the strength of 

the memory of the dream, matches the field 

strength of a virus and becomes its nest. The  

virus which sits in the middle section of the outer 

HEALTH 
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Figure 3: Lip - the entry point of Herpes Simplex Virus. 
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skin, affects its salt content. The change of salt 

due to the energy transfer creates blisters on the 

skin. This gap is created by the disorder - the 

breakup between two sides of the skin. When the 

blister opens up as the salt content changes, it is 

like an eruption. The skin erupts, and the gap is 

created between the two sides of the eruption of 

the skin. Then another infection that sits in  

because of the energy level and you have all 

these what we call the virus of herpes, we call it 

herpes. Due to the dynamic fluid condition in the 

mouth, blisters inside the mouth are not as  

frequent.  

 

This is why herpes of a given strength (HSV-1) 

appear only at the mouth. If herpes moves  

inside, it is a different story. The conditions in the 

mouth are different than in the skin - different 

acidity of all the enzymes and presence of other 

elements. Thus, the virus has to mutate to  

become stronger, that it can survive in these 

conditions. Through a cut in the internal skin of 

the oral cavity, the virus can enter the gap of the 

three layers of the oral mucosa. Some mucous 

membranes secrete mucus, a thick protective 

fluid. The function of the membrane is to stop 

pathogens and dirt from entering the body and to 

prevent bodily tissues from becoming  

dehydrated (Encyclopedia Britannica Inc., 2018). 

In order to survive in these conditions, the  

virus mutates and becomes stronger, it  

becomes HSV-2. The strength of the herpesvirus

-2 is capable of coping with the composite liquids 

inside the body of the man, whereas the skin 

was slightly different.   

The brain 

In the human body, and this holds for all animals, 

the skin is a part of the brain. It is an extension of 

the brain. When the HSV virus enters the middle 

skin, it immediately travels into the brain of the 

man through the middle skin. Equivalently to the 

lip, where the layers of the external skin link up 

with the layers of the internal skin (mucosa), hu-

man brain is connected to the skin, but it works 

in a different dimension link-up. The virus 

through the middle areas of the skin moves into 

the brain because it is made of the same, it is the 

same transformation. 

 

After it moves into the brain, the virus has the 

strength to sit in the part of the brain responsible 

for memories, and this is the reason we call it 

Alzheimer’s due to herpes. This process could 

be compared to a frequency jammer. Similarly to 

jamming some radio frequency, the herpes virus 

has this capability at a particular strength level 

(in this case at the level of memories) because it 

came through the middle section, through the 

membrane of the body of the man. It has the 

strength which fits into the strength of the 

memory part, it jams it, and produces what we 

call Alzheimer's.  

 

As we grow older our brain function changes and 

under given strength, it matches with the 

strength of the herpes virus which leads to total 

blockage. In wireless communication, one  

intruder is able to block the entire communication 

channel by jamming the particular frequency.  

Analogically, this is exactly how HSV works. 
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Figure 4: Cross section of skin and mucosa under the microscope: Normal Epidermis and Dermis with Intradermal Nevus (left); 
Histological section taken from the gastric antrum, showing the mucosa of the stomach (right). 
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When the frequency of the source matches the 

frequency of the jammer, there is no communica-

tion. Whatever information sits in the brain  

becomes inaccessible due to the blocking ‘noise’.  

 

HSV originates from the brain of the man itself. It 

is the release of the energy from the inner soul of 

the man touching the invisible memory part of the 

body of the man. That is why it goes back to 

where it came from, that's why it affects the 

memory part.  

 

The digestive system, anus and genitals 

Herpes also appears inside the body of the man. 

It can be observed in different internal areas - at 

the entrance (oral cavity), esophagus and  

stomach. All these are made of tissues of  

different composition and hence one should look 

for signs of herpes in the opening of the stomach 

(sphincter), stomach, the small intestine opening 

(pylorus) and in the opening between the small 

intestine and the large intestine (ileocecal valve). 

 

When the HSV virus enters the middle layer of 

the oral mucosa, it is able to travel through the 

entire digestive system, as mucosa is a mucous 

membrane that lines the inside of the digestive 

tract from mouth to anus (Houghton Mifflin  

Harcourt, 2016). Herpes which moved, through 

the mouth, from the outside skin into the mucosa 

of the digestive system becomes stronger  

because it mutated to accommodate to a  

stronger dynamic system. In this process, the  

virus gains energy - when it mutates it becomes 

stronger.  

 

Herpes moves down the middle layer of the 

esophagus, the stomach, the small intestine and 

the large intestine. It ends in another point, which 

similarly to the lip has two phases - the phase of 

the dynamic dimension of the internal organ and 

the skin of the man - the anus. This is how  

herpes moves from the mouth directly into the 

genitals and in doing so, mutates to be stronger. 

As mentioned in the Background section, HSV-1 

causes about 80% of all oral lesions and only 

about 20% of genital lesions while HSV-2 causes 

the reverse (about 80% genital and 20% oral). 

 

HSV-2, on the other hand, mostly appears on the 

reproduction organs of woman or man. One  

aspect of the structure of these organs – the  

external skin and the internal tube - are  

analogues to the lip. It is an interface, a point in 

which the two triple-layered structures join. What 

originates from the inner layer of the outer skin, 

through the space gap, moves inside the tube 

and one gets herpes on their genitals. The virus 

can then travel in the opposite direction to HSV-

1, but one might not observe it in the mouth.10 

 

The bone structure and the hip 

Body of the man carries a bone structure, which 

contains spinal cord, hip, skull and the rest of the 

skeletal system (Figure 6). Structure and the role 

of the hip can be compared to the role of the cup 

in the food cup experiment, explained in the 

Background section. In that experiment, the  

energy of the orange was transferred into the  

water. Up to now, doctors tried to sort out the 

problem of HSV-2 by using creams. However, in 

the interaction with the creams (or ointments) 

and other medicine, the virus moves (and hence 

mutates) but it cannot be eradicated; symptoms 

are partially addressed, not the cause.  
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Figure 5: Human Digestive System. 
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With the new research which was published   

recently, one understands, and this supports 

what was explained years ago, that the hip of the 

man becomes the cup. The herpes virus nests in 

the hip of the man. This is why doctors could not 

solve it. Whatever the therapy and treatment, 

eventually it comes back. When this cup’s/hip’s 

energy reaches a critical point, it releases the 

energy into the same layers  it originated from 

and one has the flaring of the disease.   

  

 

Processing 

Herpes virus does not originate from outside, it is 

the creation of our own soul. The human body is 

a composite of different GANSes. It is a  

container filled with GANSes and every  

substance which enters the body, is transformed 

into the GANS state. In plasma technology  

doctors process various health disorders by  

creating conditions for the transfer of energy. 

This is done via use of static and dynamic  

plasma systems. Such systems are ‘fueled’ with 

different GANSes to create conditions for the 

transfer of energy. One needs to understand how 

to create such conditions and what effect this 

has on the human body.  

 

Doctors and scientists working with the plasma 

technology, on numerous occasions,  

demonstrated how this can be achieved. They 

managed to deplete the salt from the foot of the 

coma case11. To do so, the urine of the female 

subject was collected, the GANS of it was  

created and added into the GANS patches. What 

was expected to be weeks-long process, was 

processed within days. Another example of the 

same principle is the breast cancer case  

presented in the ‘Cancer solution in exchange for 

peace’12. To remove Calcium, the seed of that 

particular cancer, two patches of Calcium GANS 

in the appropriate ratio were applied. The same 

principle applies to the removal of other metals 

from the human body and the same applies to 

HSV. 

 

To create the correct transfer of energy, firstly 

the energy of the seed of the problem needs to 

be recognized. The understanding of this  

process is analogues to the way homeopathy 

works – ‘like cures like’.  

 

Thus, to prepare the GANS water for processing 

herpes, the liquid of herpes itself, when it flares 

up as blisters, needs to be collected in whatever 

quantity available and mixed with 50% CO2 and 

50% ZnO GaNS13 water. The field strength of the 

CO2 GANS present in this solution, provides a 

link with the physicality, while ZnO GANS is a 

link to the brain and the emotions – the origin of 

herpes virus.  

 

It is also possible to collect the liquid of herpes 

and mix it with CO2 GaNS and liquid plasma to 

make a base GaNS of it. The herpes GANS  

 water can then be used in processing. Every 

HSV virus is unique in its strength, it is as unique 

as our fingerprints and hence the liquid plasma 

of it, is only to be applied on the person of whom 

it was collected.  
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Figure 6: Human Skeletal System. Source: Pixabay 
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The simplest way to process HSV is no to use 

patches of different ratio, but to apply it on a  

cotton bud at the point of rupture. Three times a 

day, for no more than half an hour per session. 

This creates a fast energy transfer which covers 

all the affected parts – lips, the entire digestive 

system, the hip, genitals and the brain. This  

procedure can be followed for a number of days 

until the virus is gone. It is worth noting that the 

herpes processing is not preventative. One can 

only apply it when the outbreak occurs, when the 

‘identity’ of the virus is known. 

 

 

Discussion 

To date, the origin and the exact mechanism of 

the herpes simplex virus was never fully  

understood by the present science. This  

publication explains these processes in detail. 

Now we understand from the Alzheimer's, all the 

way to genitals how herpes interacts and  

mutates. HSV-1 and HSV-2 are the same, just 

operate in a different gravitational-magnetic field 

strength - one is stronger, the other one is  

weaker. The stronger one is capable of surviving 

in acidic, enzyme-rich environments, and hence 

it travels through the middle layer of the mucosa 

(a membrane that lines various cavities in the 

body and covers the surface of internal organs) 

of the digestive system, to reach the anus.  

In general, herpes is a totality of the disease 

across the body of the man and this changes the 

approach to eradicate it. Herpes with the new  

understanding of the Keshe Plasma Science and 

Technology should be able to be managed, 

should be able to be reversible.14 For the first 

time, the entire process on herpes is understood. 

Why do we see herpes on some points of the 

arm or the leg? This relates to the situation in 

one’s dream or real life, where the skin was 

physically damaged , punched, compressed. 

Herpes then manifests in the point of weakness 

of the middle layer of the skin.  

When the virus gets underneath the skin, one 

can observe some dots which indicate the energy 

transfer. Herpes, in every level with a new 

knowledge of the Keshe Plasma Science and 

Technology, is reversible. By understanding this 

knowledge, no virus should be a danger to man, 

even in space.15 

 

Herpes can be transmitted physically - if one  

carries the same emotion and kisses another 

person on the same space gap between the skin 

and the lip - the inner tube - the virus is  

transferred into the middle layer of their skin,  

because it already carries a copy of the human 

DNA. However, it is created internally, through 

dreaming, by the soul of the man. In a condition 

of interaction with other salts, a huge pack of 

energy from the soul of the man is released 
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which cannot find a physical position. This is why 

isolated people of the jungle, tribes living far from 

civilization also carry HSV. The trigger can be 

the dream of a tiger or a lion endangering their 

life.  Thus, one can perceive the herpes virus as 

one of the outcomes of the adaptation to the 

changing environment - mutation. In order for our 

body to mutate, the information, the energy, the 

new structure, comes directly from the brain. 

Therefore, for the process to complete, the 

change needs to find its confirmation in the  

physicality.  

In the case of herpes, the impulse for the change 

comes through the process of dreaming and 

emotions associated with it. These emotions get 

‘translated’ into the body structure and a virus’ 

energy is transferred into the lip – responsible for 

the communication or confirmation of the fright-

ening situation one witnessed in their dream.  

 

The virus, same as our body and any other entity 

in the Universe, mutates according to the  

environmental conditions. As it travels, it adapts 

to the enzymes and acids encountered in its  

environment and mutates in the same way as the 

human body mutated throughout centuries to 

adapt to the changing environmental conditions. 

It can mutate because of the salinity in the layers 

it travels within – this can be compared to the 

GANS making procedure, when the salty water is 

placed between the two plates and forms an  

environment for whatever field strength is to 

manifest in it. Life on Earth started in the salty 

waters of this planet. In the same way, the  

human body, via its brain and the different  

concentration of various salts, created all its  

organs in order to cope with the surrounding  

environment. Not only organs such as liver or 

kidney, but also the color of the eyes or the skin 

manifests through the same process. The HSV 

mutates as it travels through the human body 

and a trigger for it to travel back to where it came 

from, comes from its nest – the hip. When the  

virus in the hip reaches a certain energy level it 

becomes stronger, as compared to its origin; and 

based on the fundamental law of plasma (the 

stronger feeds the weaker), the energy transfer 

is through the skin, in the direction of the brain. 

 

The details of the herpes process – the  

importance of the layers of the skin, their space 

gap, salt content and other elements is explained 

in detail in this paper. 

 

Two-thirds of the world population suffer from 

HSV and up to now its mechanisms were not  

understood. Now we know it is the creation of the 

soul of the man. The way every human, through 

their soul creates various internal structures - 

muscles, heart, two lungs, intestines and other – 
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it is now understood that herpes is a condition of 

the soul of the man that releases a huge pack of 

energy and this seed flowers to become a  

physical, amino acid-based structure, capable of 

mutating inside the human body. Not only with 

HSV but with any virus, one needs to understand 

how it travels, where it nests and what is their 

gravitational-magnetic field strength. To eradi-

cate amino acid-based viruses, one can use any 

of the presently known GANSes, which match in 

gravitational-magnetic field strength one or more 

of the amino acid’s elements. Different viruses 

have different characteristics and operate in a 

diverse spectrum of fields. Herpes virus, in any 

shape or form, be it the herpes of Universe or the 

herpes of planet Zeus, now you can  

handle it.16  

 

Knowing the origin of the HSV virus, the door to 

eradicating it using the same mechanism opens. 

The virus mutates according to the  

environmental conditions, through the energy 

transfer, and by introducing the energy of the  

virus itself into its environment, the new  

environment drains its energy. This is how its  

cycle closes and because it manifested in the 

physicality it eventually ‘mutates out’ of the  

human body and does not come back. The  

process involves collecting the liquid from a  

blister, because the virus continuously mutates 

and in order for the processing to be effective, 

the system needs to be tuned into the correct 

(actual) field strength of the virus – as the virus 

mutates, one needs to mutate with it. In the 

Keshe Foundation, viruses are understood as 

packets of energy, which leech into the  

structure of the physicality of the matter state of 

the human body - what we defined as the GANS 

state of the body of the man.  

 

Man, in space will face more problems with this 

kind of energy packages, than with anything else. 

As one travels with the highest speed across the 

universe, they are touched by many kinds of  

viruses. The spacecraft itself, in interaction with 

the different field strengths of the universe - like 

the way Earth in the interaction with the Sun  

creates different lights - creates different energy 

packages. Some of them, might be at the 

strength of the amino acid or the amino acid 

strength of the soul of the man. When you come 

to the new space technology, now that we take 

human race outside the boundaries of Earth, we 

have to solve all the problems of the man. Virus 

is an RNA, without the physical DNA. As an  

energy pack which maintains its shape, a virus 

has a DNA of itself which is a memory of itself as 

a field.  
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Supplementary Materials 
1Herpes simplex virus.  

   http://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/herpes-simplex-virus  
2 Global Estimates of Prevalent and Incident Herpes Simplex Virus Type 2 Infections in 2012.  

   https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0114989 
3243rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop - September 27, 2018  

   https://youtu.be/4ch0OioHzjI?t=1h1s  
4Herpes Simplex Virus Infection  

   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herpes_simplex#/media/File:Herpes_Infection.png  
5243rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop - September 27, 2018  

   https://youtu.be/4ch0OioHzjI?t=21m16s  
6243rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop - September 27, 2018  

   https://youtu.be/4ch0OioHzjI?t=1h9m11s 
7ALS – A death wish which comes true - https://usastore.keshefoundation.org/store/productALS/  

  partially republished in  

  https://keshefoundation.org/education/news/kf-plasma-times/kf-plasma-times-august-2018  
8COHN: Carbon – Oxygen – Hydrogen – Nitrogen, the building blocks of the amino acids.  
9243rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop - September 27, 2018  

  https://youtu.be/4ch0OioHzjI?t=47m28s  
10243rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop - September 27, 2018 

  https://youtu.be/4ch0OioHzjI?t=57m18s  

http://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/herpes-simplex-virus
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0114989
https://youtu.be/4ch0OioHzjI?t=1h1s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herpes_simplex#/media/File:Herpes_Infection.png
https://youtu.be/4ch0OioHzjI?t=21m16s
https://youtu.be/4ch0OioHzjI?t=1h9m11s
https://usastore.keshefoundation.org/store/product/ALS/
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https://youtu.be/4ch0OioHzjI?t=47m28s
https://youtu.be/4ch0OioHzjI?t=57m18s
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11Coma case processed with the Keshe Plasma Science and Technology  

    https://youtu.be/7ikCf7DSNng  

12Cancer solution in exchange for peace  

    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aiJ-7cxNtvk  
13Note that during the production of the CO2 GANS, ZnO is also created in different ratios, depending 

on the applied procedure. 
14243rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop - September 27, 2018  

    https://youtu.be/4ch0OioHzjI?t=1h1s 
15243rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop - September 27, 2018  

    https://youtu.be/4ch0OioHzjI?t=1h12m34s  
16243rd Knowledge Seekers Workshop - September 27, 2018  

    https://youtu.be/4ch0OioHzjI?t=1h14m20s  
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TESTIMONIALS 

 

“ 

 

Two weeks ago a cat scratched me. For a few 

days the wound looked normal and everything  

indicated that it would heal normally.  

18th November morning the heat has become  

inflamed. There was a swelling and a red streak 

coming directly from the wound in the direction of 

the hand. For two consecutive days I instilled CO2 

water directly on the wound to relieve pain and 

eliminate the infection. In addition, as far as  

possible and skills "I pulled out the fields" trying to 

balance the damaged place. On the third day the 

swelling clearly decreased, the redness completely 

subsided. The finger heals normally and in a few 

days there will be no trace of any wound. 

 

“ https://testimonials.keshefoundation.org/ 

CO2  GANS WATER EFFECT ON 
SCRATCHES 

by Marcin Z.  

November 26th, 2018 

Amazing liquid plasma helped me when I injured myself at the 

gym; I had serious back and shoulder pain and I just could not 

move. I think I damaged bone and muscle tissue of my back.  

I think nerves too!!  

 

So I mixed in one patch CO2 / CH3/ CuO2 / Zn/ Calcium egg 

shell plasma and Amino acids from CO2 /CuO2/ CH3/ liquid 

plasma. Clean water NO MASS. Water in patches only is more 

than good enough! And I made weaker second patch with CO2/

Zn only for FIELD flow between them.  

 

I put one patch on my back and other weaker patch on my 

chest and I went sleep for 8 hours and wake up totally blessed; 

pain gone, muscle tissues repaired, feel happy and amazed!  

 

You can heal serious injuries within few days time! Remember take your patches off from time to time, 

and spray yourself with CO2  and Zn liquid plasma to purify body fields. 

 

Thank you Keshe Foundation we love you!!! 

INCREDIBLE LIQUID PLASMA 
by Arthur, UK 

January 8th 2017  

https://testimonials.keshefoundation.org/
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JOIN US 

A. Prepare your work 

Firstly, you need to prepare. You can either document 

the work which has already been done and perhaps 

even presented by you in the testimonials meeting or 

website, or you can plan a new experiment. You 

should always be clear on what you are trying to 

achieve and document everything as you go (label 

and take pictures). 

 

B. Write your paper 

Gather all the notes and pictures together and when 

writing your paper put yourself in the reader’s shoes. 

Do not assume anything but present everything from 

the start, explaining every aspect of the experiment, 

which may not be obvious, and remember that “a  

picture is worth a thousand words”. If needed, relate to 

other peoples’ work by referencing their articles, web-

sites or other openly available resources. Start by 

downloading the Scientific Plasma Journal template 

and short guide for authors available at  

https://support.keshefoundation.org/faq.php?

section=science-journal&qid=189#q189  

 

C. Upload and submit 

Once finished, upload your Word, OpenOffice or PDF 

file onto one of the cloud or filesharing services, or 

even onto Facebook. Go to https://

support.keshefoundation.org and from the drop-down 

menu select Plasma Scientific Journal Submissions 

and press Go. Through this website, you can either 

submit your work, ask a question or access resources 

and the FAQs.  

 

Any question? Get in touch with us via 

https://support.keshefoundation.org 

The full version of this article, author guide, and  

templates also available at:  

https://keshefoundation.org/education/news/kf-ssi-

education/plasma-scientific-journal/plasma-scientific-

journal   

 

Submit your publication today! Be the Creator and 

shine for others to see your beauties.  

ABC of publishing in Plasma  

Scientific Journal 

https://support.keshefoundation.org/faq.php?section=science-journal&qid=189#q189
https://support.keshefoundation.org/faq.php?section=science-journal&qid=189#q189
https://support.keshefoundation.org
https://support.keshefoundation.org
https://support.keshefoundation.org
https://keshefoundation.org/education/news/kf-ssi-education/plasma-scientific-journal/plasma-scientific-journal
https://keshefoundation.org/education/news/kf-ssi-education/plasma-scientific-journal/plasma-scientific-journal
https://keshefoundation.org/education/news/kf-ssi-education/plasma-scientific-journal/plasma-scientific-journal
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